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Let’s celebrate CIBSE
Ireland’s 50th!

I

n marking CIBSE Ireland’s 50th
throughout the course of 2018, the
building services industry should honour,
and give thanks, to the foresight of the
Institution’s founding fathers. Their
enthusiasm, energy, vision and leadership
back in 1968 were instrumental in
establishing a ﬁrm and professional
foothold for what was then a ﬂedgling
industry, but is now a principal element
of the construction process.
We are lucky that quite a number of
those visionaries are still with us, and no
doubt they will be appropriately feted,
especially at the celebratory CIBSE Ireland
dinner in the Clayton Burlington Hotel,
Dublin, on Friday, 30 November next.
Building services in Ireland is now a
multi-million euro industry supporting a
vast network of professionals, trades
people and product suppliers, all of whom
beneﬁt from CIBSE’s benchmark standards.
CIBSE Ireland is also somewhat unique
in that, apart from professional guidance
and leadership, it delivers an extensive
social programme, not least being the
annual Christmas lunch.
Amazingly, all this is provided by way
of a voluntary committee and supporters.
So, to all of you who engage in and beneﬁt
from building services in Ireland, remember
to doff you hat to those individuals in this
special year of celebration.
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Latest industry news and developments.

BALLAST HOUSE REFURBISHED 10

A complete re-ﬁt has brought Ballast House in
the heart of Dublin city centre to life.

CRU REGISTRATION SCHEME 14

A new CRU Registered Gas Installer scheme
now includes non-domestic gas works.

MHI WALL UNITS 16

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Air Conditioning
Europe has introduced a new series of stylish air
conditioning wall units for the Irish market.

BMS & CONTROLS 18

Jon Belﬁeld highlights the importance of
training within the building controls sector.

GDPR LEGISLATION 20

GDPR comes into force in May and will have
serious implications for heating contractors
and how they conduct their business.

ARLE B@HOME 22

The Alre b@home smart control system from
Manotherm is making signiﬁcant market inroads
since its recent introduction to Ireland.

Paul Martin evaluates the new CIBSE Good
Practice in the Design of Homes TM60:2018.

35 DATANAVI SOLUTION

Panasonic’s new app gives the user instant
access to detailed product information on its
heating and cooling solutions.

36 CALPEDA LAUNCH

Calpeda launched three new pump ranges at
the recent MCE trade show in Milan.

38

SEAN MULCAHY
REMEMBERED

The late Seán
Mulcahy will
always be
recognised
and revered
as the
main torch
bearer of
engineering
in this
country.
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S&P has the perfect answer in energy-efﬁcient
ventilation systems.
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C&F Quadrant has delivered a diverse and
varied heating range of brands such as Glowworm and Vaillant.
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Johnson Controls Hitachi Air Conditioning
Europe has introduced a new range of innovative
modular VRF units for the Hitachi brand.

43 CORE DEVELOPMENT

Dave Clarke’s appointment as General Manager
of Core Air Conditioning marks the beginning of
a new expansionary phase for the business.

44 nZEB REQUIREMENTS

Building Regulations Part L2017 I NZEB:
Nearly Zero Energy Buildings.

46 WILO MAXO HITS HEADLINES
A new heat pump grant is one of the
changes announced in the SEAI Better
Energy Homes scheme.

The Wilo Maxo, featured at Mostra Convegno
Expocomfort Fair, sets new standards in system
efﬁciency and user-friendliness.

47 DE-CARBONISATION
TECHNOLOGIES
ECODAN HEAT PUMP 32

Mitsubishi Electric’s ecodan heat pump range
delivers effective and renewable low-carbon
heating and hot water solutions.

The Government is actively promoting electricity
as a primary power source for the heat and
transport sectors.
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CIBSE AGM looking to 50th celebrations
While the usual protocols were observed at the recent CIBSE Ireland AGM in
Dublin, there is no denying that the main focus for the coming 12 months will revolve
around the 50th anniversary celebrations. The 50th theme will feature across the entire
programme for 2018 but will culminate in the gala dinner to be held on 30 November
in the Clayton Burlington Hotel, Dublin (details to be announced shortly).
The dinner will also feature the presentation of the ﬁrst CIBSE Ireland Awards
(see Page 4).
The celebratory mood will also
be used to reinforce the position
of CIBSE Ireland as a leading
force across building services in
Ireland, and to strengthen still
further its links with the other
representative bodies and
associations across construction
as a whole.
Engagement with government
departments and agencies will
also be ramped up, especially on
nZEB, NSAI standards and the
Delegates who attended the recent CIBSE AGM in Dublin.
BIM Council of Ireland. In
tandem with that the extensive CPD programme will focus on, and reﬂect, the critical
issues facing the industry. These events take a format that encourages dialogue and
the sharing of information, and are also open to members of other professional and
representative bodies in the sector.
The CIBSE Ireland “reach out” objective on encouraging new people into the
industry will also continue. It has always had strong links with DIT but these have now
been extended to WIT and IT Tallaght, with plans for a more proactive engagement
with the other ITs and colleges in the pipeline. To that effect it partners with WIT and
DIT for their respective student awards, and with DIT for the Young Lighter and SDAR
Awards. It also co-publishes the SDAR Journal with DIT.
On the social front there will be the annual 5-a-side football tournament and of
course the CIBSE Ireland Annual Golf Outing which will be held in Luttrellstown Golf
Club on Friday,7 September 2018.
While ostensibly CIBSE Ireland’s 50th celebrations, it is also a celebration for the
entire building services sector. The reality is that, throughout the last half-century, the
activities of CIBSE Ireland, and that of its members, have always mirrored what was
happening in the industry as a whole. So, it is a time of celebration for all.

John Delaney joins C&F Quadrant Team
John Delaney has recently joined the Commercial
Heating team at C&F Quadrant and is now responsible for
sales development in the Dublin and Leinster region. John has
a number of years industry experience and joins the company
at a time of great opportunity in this sector. His contact details
are Tel: 087 – 672 6288; email: johndelaney@cfquadrant.ie
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1

News April 2018.indd 1

Condair RO-A for
better humidity
control
The Condair RO-A is a reverse
osmosis water ﬁlter, speciﬁcally
designed for use with humidiﬁcation
systems. It removes 95% of dissolved
solids from a humidiﬁer’s supply
water in order to reduce maintenance,
improve energy consumption and
beneﬁt ongoing running costs.
The Condair RO-A was designed
to deliver water at an ideal quality
for humidiﬁcation systems, while
minimising waste water from the RO
process. Many standard RO water
ﬁlters provide product water at a
purity that is much greater than that
required to beneﬁt humidiﬁers. Four
models are available with maximum
outputs of 40, 100, 200 and 300
litres per hour.

The 40 and 100 litre per hour
models have an integrated water
tank and a single RO membrane. The
200 and 300 litre per hour models
have two or three RO membranes
and an external water tank with
up to 100 litre storage.
An independent wall-mounted
touch-screen controller provides
an intuitive user interface with
comprehensive reporting features.
Alternatively, the Condair RO-A can
be controlled from any Condair
humidiﬁer that incorporates a
Condair touch-screen control panel.
Contact: Damien Power, Condair
Area Sales Manager for Ireland. Tel:
091 – 507 120; 0044 7802 669819;
email: damien.power@condair.com
4
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LiGO energy saving
lighting control systems
LiGO from Open Technology, a leading specialist in the
design, manufacture and commission of intelligent lighting
control systems, is installed in buildings across a wide range
of sectors, delivering consistent cost and energy savings.
LiGO is based on the manufacturer-independent DALI
standard that ensures interchangeability and interoperability of
lighting energy savings through a solution that is suitable for
all types of building,
including retroﬁts and
refurbishments It can
also work alongside
other building systems.
Designed for use by
the building user, LiGO
needs no additional
front-end software
and as many users as required are able to use the system
without purchasing additional user licences. Its innovative
control system can be integrated into a building management
system (BMS), allowing systems to work collaboratively and
maximise savings.

World leading humidifiers

Nationwide humidifier service team

BTU Golf Fixtures 2018
The BTU golf society is a group of golfers drawn
from a cross-section of the mechanical services industry.
Contractors, suppliers and consulting engineers have
traditionally met up once a month for a game of golf
and a social gathering.
The courses for this year’s programme have been
carefully selected to provide convenient locations, while
at the same time offering a good golﬁng challenge.
The second outing this season will be a team and singles
event. The idea with this format is to give other people
involved in the business a chance to joins us on the day.
There are a small number of memberships available in
the BTU. Contact David Daly at david@atpireland.com.
Btu programme 2018
Friday, 20 April, Luttrellstown;
Friday, 18 May, Clontarf;
Friday, 29 June, Lucan, Captain’s Outing;
Friday, 24 August, Hermitage, mixed social day;
Friday, 21 September, Newlands, President’s Outing;
Friday, 12 October, St. Margarets
Friday, 7 December, St Anne’s, Christmas Outing,
dinner and music, Clontarf Castle.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2018
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Specialist advice and system design

Dedicated humidifier spares department

Contact us for free expert advice
Tel: +353 (0)91 507 120
Web: www.condair.ie

Humidification and
Evaporative Cooling
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CIBSE Ireland Awards
As 2018 marks CIBSE Ireland’s 50th anniversary, the Institution has
devised a new awards scheme designed to recognise and promote best
practice in respect of the design and installation of building services. It
takes in both new-build and refurbishment and covers commercial and
industrial projects.
These awards are open to the design
consultant and mechanical or electrical
contractor, and submissions must be a
joint entry by both the consultant and
contractor.
Buildings that are eligible for
submission include hospitality, leisure,
health, commercial, industrial, retail,
pharmaceutical, educational facilities
and ofﬁces buildings.
There are three categories for the CIBSE
Ireland Awards, and they are sponsored
respectively by Daikin, Hevac and Wilo.
These are: Up to F2 million; Between F2
million and F5 million; Over F5 million.
Applicants may enter only one project
per category.
Projects can be located anywhere in the Republic of Ireland and entries
must be submitted by the design consultant/project engineer on behalf of
the design and contracting teams.
Projects must be “practical completed” by 31 December 2017 (i.e.
available for client use in January 2018) to be eligible for inclusion.
The awards will be presented as part of the CIBSE Ireland 50th dinner
in the Clayton Hotel Ballsbridge 30/11/18.
See www.cibseireland.org

IRELAND

1968-2018

New Key Accounts Manager at BPM
Gerard Barry has been appointed Key Account Manager with Baxi
Poterton Myson. Gerard has extensive experience in the industry and
is already widely known to many customers as he has handled internal
sales and technical queries for the company
over the last 20 years.
Gerard will now bring that knowledge
base to bear in an external capacity, calling
on key accounts throughout the country to
help them maximise the potential of the
expansive Baxi Potterton Myson portfolio.
Contact: Gerard Barry, Key Accounts
Manager, Baxi Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 – 459 0870; Mobile: 087 – 977 1817;
email: gerard.barry@potterton-myson.ie
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1

News April 2018.indd 2

Kirk joins Lindab
Niall Kirk has been appointed
Sales Ofﬁce Manager for
Lindab Ireland. Niall has
been with Lindab since
2015 and has a wealth of
experience, having worked
in the HVAC industry for 20
years. Niall`s new position
will entail management of
the internal sales team of 10
people across the standard
and technical product range,
and co-ordination of other
departments working with
the sales ofﬁce.

Sustainable Nation
Ireland
Sustainable Nation Ireland, the body that
promotes Ireland as hub for green ﬁnance, is
part of the Northern European Partnership for
Sustainable Finance (NEPSF) which was launched
at its inaugural conference recently in London.
The partnership will initially involve
organisations and representatives from Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and the UK.
Other organisations that support the new
partnership include the World Wildlife Fund, the
UK Government’s Department for Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy, Oxford University and the
European Climate Foundation.
Also included are representatives from relevant
European institutions. The NESPF will be open to
ﬁnancial institutions, regulators, policymakers,
civil society, researchers and investor coalitions.
The aims of the partnership are to:
• Accelerate innovation in Northern Europe by
increasing the scale and pace at which good
ideas are turned into practice;
• Inform and connect policy and regulatory
developments across Northern Europe and turn
them into international processes and standards;
• Identify and support opportunities for
collaboration between different green ﬁnance
and sustainability players in Northern Europe.
For more details see: www.nepsf.org
6
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FETA issues warning A2L
The Federation of Environmental
Trade Associations (FETA) has recently
been advised that there have been
some instances of R410A (classiﬁed as
A1, non-ﬂammable) being completely
removed from an air conditioning
system, and the system simply being
recharged with R32 (classiﬁed as A2L,
low ﬂammability). Given the differences
in properties of these two refrigerants,
this is a cause for serious concern for
several reasons.
A number of issues need to be taken
into account:

• Refrigerant manufacturers have
clearly stated that A2L refrigerants
are not suitable for retroﬁt;
• A system that was originally
designed for R410A will not have
taken into account the safety factors
required when using an A2L
refrigerant and could create a
signiﬁcant safety hazard. Systems
designed for use with R32 have
different pressure switch regimes,
altered inverter proﬁles, and specialdesigned heat exchangers;
• Charging an existing system with

Hywel Davis, CIBSE Technical
Director, visits Dublin
Paul Martin, CIBSE Ireland Chairperson, recently hosted a visit to
Ireland by Hywel Davis, Technical Director, CIBSE UK, and a member of the UK
Government Committee preparing the Grenfell Tower Report.
The business end of the visit involved a special
brieﬁng by Hywel to senior Government ofﬁcials
in relation to the probe being conducted into the
Grenfell ﬁre disaster, and the report being prepared.
The probe is led by Dame Judith Hackitt with the
interim report already released. See: (https://www.
gov.uk/government/publications/initial-report-fromthe-independent-recovery-taskforc). Hywel also had
a separate brieﬁng meeting with the RIAI.
On the social side Nial Bourke and David Doherty
of T Bourke hosted Hywel, a proud Welsh man, as
their guest at the rugby international in the Aviva
stadium. Even with the result Hywel was in great
form and has promised to return to Ireland to
update everyone on the Grenfell ﬁnal report, and
to join us for CIBSE Ireland’s 50th anniversary
dinner in the Autumn.
On the broader front, and to coincide with Engineering Week, Paul Martin
and Mervin Doyle toured a number of schools in the Waterford region in a
concerted effort to try to get primary and secondary school pupils to consider
building services engineering.
Mervyn is a lecturer in the Waterford Institute of Technology and both he
and Paul received their early schooling in Waterford. Hence the tour took in
St Declan’s Primary School, De La Salle Secondary School and St Paul’s School.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1

News April 2018.indd 4

R32 would leave the system
non-compliant with the refrigerant
safety standard EN378, leading to
the possibility of forming a
ﬂammable atmosphere in a
leakage situation;
• Such a refrigerant change would
be strictly against the system
manufacturer’s instructions, and
would render any relevant warranty
invalid. It would also mean that the
system would no longer be compliant
with its original CE marking or the
Pressure Equipment Directive
speciﬁcations, and could have
insurance implications.
• R32 has a higher compressor
discharge temperature than R410A,
and will increase wear on the
compressor, reducing its life
signiﬁcantly;
• Should any problem arise from a
system change such as this, any
liability would rest entirely with the
person/undertaking who carried out
the change.
In summary, it is not good practice to
charge a system with a refrigerant that
the system was not originally designed
to use and doing so is strongly
discouraged.
More details at www.feta.co.uk

Energy Efﬁcient
Communities
The SEAI has announced that an
initial F22 million will fund energy
upgrades to 1,200 homes and
400 community and commercial
buildings across 37 communities.
The support underpins total
investment of F52 million and
means the communities will have
warmer and healthier buildings,
lower energy bills, and reduced
harmful CO2 emissions. There are
also signiﬁcant employment and
competitiveness beneﬁts, both
locally and nationally.
8
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DIAL BEFORE YOU DIG YOURSELF INTO A HOLE
Hitting a gas pipeline could mean major disruption to your work,
or much worse. If you’re planning to break ground, always check
the location of gas pipelines ﬁrst.

Call 1850 42 77 47 or email dig@gasnetworks.ie
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Riello extends RX premix burner range
Riello has extended its RX range of premix packaged burners. Building on the tried
and tested RX range with outputs up to 1500kW, Riello has now extended the offering
with numerous variants up to a 3MW model, while still achieving NOx levels of less than
30mg/kWh, combined with very low noise output. Riello RX premix burners feature a
unique design that includes a patented woven wire gauze “sock” covering the combustion
head cylinder.
Unlike traditional pressure jet
burners, in RX premix burners the
gas and combustion air are mixed
upstream of the combustion head. The mixture
then passes through precision-located ports and the
patented gauze “sock” to ignite on the external surface
of the combustion head. The result is a very compact
ﬂame with a diameter directly related to the burner
ﬁring rate, ensuring precise heat control and optimum
efﬁciency at all loads.
Riello premix technology enables high turndown ratios of
up to 8:1, making RX burners ideal for systems with variable heat loads, from condensing
boilers through to process applications such as spray booths and industrial ovens.
RX burners can be used in conjunction with variable speed drive motors to reduce
electricity consumption and lower noise levels even further than the typical 30% noise
reduction compared to many other combustion applications. Control options include
progressive two-stage operation and fully modulating via 0-10V or 4-20 mA. Full
electronic control with operational and diagnostic display is also available.
Contact: www.rielloburners.co.uk

OFTEC registration success
OFTEC, the leading representative of the domestic oil heating and solid fuel industry
in Ireland, has awarded Action Chimneys technicians with OFTEC registration.
As OFTEC has expanded into the solid fuel sector, it has become the top representative
from which to gain specialist knowledge regarding solid fuel appliance installation
and servicing.
Commenting on the success of the course, David Blevings, OFTEC Ireland Manager,
said: “We are delighted with the impact our training course has had on the technicians
of Action Chimneys. Having such a large number of technicians becoming fully OFTEC
registered is a huge success, both for Action Chimneys and the wider industry”.

Energy Efﬁcient Communities
New technologies in what’s been termed “Construction 4.0” will fundamentally
challenge the industry’s business model. Demand for construction activity continues
to increase, particularly with the announcement of the Government’s 10-year National
Development Plan. Construction 4.0 technologies are transforming the sector and the
uptake and adoption of these technologies will radically improve productivity in the
industry. The Government announced that it would make BIM a pre-requisite for awarding
public sector contracts by 2021 and measures such as these will help widespread
adoption of existing technologies that will improve the industry’s capacity to deliver.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1

News April 2018.indd 5

Just 12%
women
engineers
As gender gap persists, a new
Engineers Ireland report ﬁnds that
just 12% of engineering graduates
are women, with the overall ratio
currently just one woman to eight
men in the engineering profession.
Launched to mark Engineers
Week 2018 which runs until March 2,
Engineering 2018 highlighted that
very few engineering employers
have been speciﬁcally targeting the
recruitment of female talent, which
has the potential to help overcome
the engineering skills shortage that
is still hampering industry in Ireland,
according to the report.
There are some positive indicators
though as last year the majority of
those taking higher-level science and
mathematics were girls. There have
also been similar trends in the
Leaving Certiﬁcate. The challenge
now is to attract those into
engineering.

Solar shading
workshop
The European Solar Shading
Organisation (ES-SO) held
a workshop recently which
examined key areas of interest
relating to the design of low
energy buildings and how solar
shading contributes to energy
saving, from both a scientiﬁc
and a technical point of view.
The BBSA supported ES-SO
in organising this event which
brought together the leading
international experts in the solar
shading industry. Solar shading
is now an important industry in
Europe that is valued in excess
of £15 billion per annum and
employs 400,000 people.
10
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THE BEST HOMES
ARE GRUNDFOS HOMES
SUPERIOR WATER SOLUTIONS
FOR HOMES AND GARDENS
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GRUNDFOS HAS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED

HOT WATER
RECIRCULATION

PRESSURE BOOSTING

WASTE WATER

Your customers deserve the
best and we can help you make
sure they get it. Our superior
solutions are designed for
easy installation and cover
the full range of domestic
applications – from water supply
to wastewater removal and
everything in between.
Explore the range at
www.grundfos.ie

STP

CMB

SCALA2

COMFORT

SOLOLIFT2

Premium quality brass shower
pumps and boosters

Reliable, basic whole
house water booster

Perfect water pressure
- for up to 3 floors and 8 taps

Provides hot water instantly
to save water and energy

Reliable, quiet macerators
- easy to install and service
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McGrattan & Kenny
brings Ballast
House to life
Ballast House is a landmark
building located on Westmoreland
Street and overlooking O’Connell
Bridge, in the heart of Dublin City
Centre. The original 19th Century
Ballast Ofﬁce building was the ﬁrst
bespoke ofﬁce constructed by the
Dublin Port and Docks Board and
acted as the organisation’s
headquarters. The current building
was built in 1980, in a style which
both acknowledged and mirrored
the original 19th century design.
Ballast House recently underwent
an extensive refurbishment. While
the historic exterior was retained,
behind its classic facade lies ﬁve
storeys of ultra-modern ofﬁce
accommodation with contemporary
retail outlets located at ground ﬂoor
level. The existing mechanical and
electrical services have been removed
and replaced with new ventilation,
air-conditioning, heating and water
services, all designed and speciﬁed
by JV Tierney & Co.
Ventilation and air conditioning
is provided to each ﬂoor via the
combination of ducted heat recovery

units with integral DX coils installed,
and air-conditioning units served by
a Toshiba 3-pipe VRF installation
supplied by GT Phelan. The condenser
units are located at roof level.
The requirement for bulky central
ventilation plant located at roof
level and the associated vertical
ductwork distribution within the
building was eliminated via the
utilisation of louvres to provide
fresh air ventilation. To facilitate
this, louvres ducted directly to the
adjacent heat recovery unit have
been located above each window.
Veracity, the specialist sub-contractor
responsible for the installation of the
air-conditioning, has achieved “7year Approved Warranty Partner”
status with Toshiba Air Conditioning,
enabling McGrattan & Kenny to
further extend the warranty offered
on the installation.
An exposed slab ceiling formed a
key component of the architectural
design, and the quality of
workmanship provided by McGrattan
& Kenny and its sub-contractors
ensured that the installation of all

exposed services delivered the
high-quality ﬁnish and aesthetic
desired.
Optimum internal conditions are
maintained within the ofﬁce space
via the provision of simultaneous
heating and cooling by means of the
3-pipe VRF system. The ﬂow selector
boxes individually connected to each
indoor unit and heat recovery unit
allow for local mode selection via
the alteration of refrigerant ﬂow.
Selection of space temperature
set-point, operating mode, i.e.
cooling, heating, fan only, etc,
and fan speed is provided via the
interface of the Black Pear unit
with the Cylon BMS system.
Further features of the mechanical
services installation provided by
McGrattan & Kenny include:
Q The installation of two highefﬁciency, wall-mounted
condensing gas-ﬁred boilers
within the rooftop plantroom;
Q The provision of hot-water and
cold-water services, consisting of
new water tanks, HWS caloriﬁer
and associated booster pumps;
Q The provision of a new incoming
natural gas main and gas meter,
in addition to new gas distribution
pipework run internally to serve
all new gas-ﬁred heating plant;
Q The provision of speciﬁc extract
ventilation to serve all new toilets;
Q The provision of a new central
BMS installation to control and
monitor all new plant.Q

Pictured (from left) diffuser and louvres, boilerhouse pipework and roof condensors.
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C&F Quadrant to present Glow-worm
and Vaillant at PLUMBEX www.cfquadrant.ie
C&F Quadrant will feature the full product ranges from both Glowworm and Vaillant at the forthcoming PLUMBEX which takes place
at the Citywest Exhibition Centre on GN/GE May 201L. Here we
feature two ranges that will be on display. Visit our stand to see the
full portfolio, and to talk to experts on the features, benefits and
applications of the entire portfolio.

The Glow-worm Energy System boiler from C&F
Quadrant is a high-quality, high-efficiency boiler made
from automotive grade aluminium that makes it very
easy to handle and install.
Incorporating a highquality aluminium heat
exchanger, the Energy
System boiler has a
modern high-impact
design suited to
modern homes and
comes with a bright,
easy-to-read, LCD
display, a smart
timeless case design
and super-quiet
running.
Energy System boiler is ErP A rated and comes in an
extensive range of outputs for various applications,
including 12kW, 15kW, 18kW, 25kW and 30kW
models.

The new generation Vaillant ecoTEC appliances are
more efficient, and durable than ever before and are
so compact that they fit in the smallest niche. They
provide single and multi-family houses with central
heating and hot
water at all times.
Vaillant ecoTEC uses
an electronic gas-air
mix system and
operates with optimum
modulation. This
reduces energy
consumption and
emissions, and also
increases the efficiency
of water heating. The
integral condensation
heat exchanger and the new high-efficiency pumps
provide additional energy savings.
Output versions of 20/24kW, 25/30kW and
30/34kW as a mixed unit for heating and generation
of domestic hot water are available, and of 16, 24kW
and 38kW as a system boiler for heating only.

C&F Quadrant Ltd.
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Unit L40,
Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Dublin 10
Tel: +353-1-630 5757 Fax: +353-1-630 5715
Email: sales@cfquadrant.ie
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Core Air Conditioning Ltd is the sole distributor
for Carrier and Vertiv commercial, industrial and
computer room air conditioning products in
Ireland. It also supplies the full range of Lu-Ve
Contardo and Jacir Air Treatment equipment and
can now offer a full package of air conditioning
and process-related products.
Core combines this product portfolio with
excellent technical support and a highly-qualified
service team that, in addition to commissioning
and trouble-shooting, also delivers customised
maintenance packages. These ensure the optimum
performance of installed systems, prolong
equipment lifespan, and prevent the consequences
of system failure or total shut down.
Core’s service agreements are highly-flexible
and are designed for each individual installation.
After a thorough site survey, the right
combination of options can be selected for each
particular facility. In addition to service, repair and
planned maintenance, diagnostic and proactive
recommendations for improvement are also
provided, along with emergency response.
Core’s team of service/maintenance engineers
have wide-ranging experience across all HVAC
equipment, covering all brands, and so offer
all-embracing comprehensive solutions.
The key elements of the service selection
process, and the actual service packages that
result, are detailed here.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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JOIN THE ‘CORE
AC CIRCLE
OF SERVICE’
Planned Maintenance
Core's planned maintenance service is the ultimate in long-range preventive maintenance.
It includes the necessary multi-year preventive maintenance items that are performed at
intervals greater than one year (those items that are in addition to the annual recurring
items such as every three, five or 10 years). Major disassembly to repair, or replace, internal
parts and rotating assemblies as a result of normal wear can be included.

F-Gas Inspection
Under the European Fluorinated Gases Regulations (EU517/2014), Core Air
Conditioning can carry out inspections on all equipment, irrespective of brand, to
ensure regulatory compliance. All engineers are F-Gas approved and qualified to
carry out leak checks and issue the proper paperwork confirming obligations
have been met under EU 517/2014.

Repair Service
Repair Service may consist of a service order to repair or replace a component. It
can include equipment overhaul, rebuilding, non-destructive testing or analysis
of fluids and tubes. Various repair services can be stand-alone or combined with any
of Core's other services.

Full Preventive Maintenance
This includes all the inspection maintenance services, plus pre-scheduled recurring
annual tasks which may require disassembly for preventive maintenance, as part
of Core's major maintenance service. Minor repairs, motor testing and leak testing
are also carried out.
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Core Air Conditioning Ltd
Unit A6,
Centrepoint Business Park,
Oak Road, Clondalkin,
Dublin 12
Tel: 01 409 8912
Fax: 01 409 8916
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www.coreac.com

Service
24/7/365 emergency cover
Factory-trained engineers
Spare parts
Nationwide coverage
All equipment and brands

Survey and Analysis
Keith Dagger, Core Service Manager with Jenny Courtney,
Core Service Coordinator.

Monitoring Service
With chillers, a problem is not always present when an engineer is on site.
Core offers a unique service on Carrier equipment called PC Data Collection
Tool (PCDCT). With PCDCT, the Carrier chiller is monitored for 24-hours or
more, and all parameters are recorded at 2-second intervals. Technicians at
Core and Carrier then study this and recommend any changes to improve
the operating efficiency of the system. It can also indicate problems that
may arise before they lead to catastrophic failure. The customer is then left
with a blueprint of the operation of the machine.

Inspection Maintenance
Inspection, logging and adjustments of equipment are part of Core's basic
minor maintenance service. This service may require minimal disassembly
such as oil and filter changes and includes a report, complete with service
recommendations. On Carrier and Vertiv equipment this also includes any
software upgrades recommended by the manufacturers.

Predictive Maintenance
This non-destructive testing service covers oil analysis, water system
analysis, alignment checks and calibrations that may be combined with
the minor or major maintenance. This can help prevent chiller failure and
help eliminate equipment downtime. Because oil analysis can identify the
wear-and-tear of a chiller, if conducted on a scheduled basis it ensures
the chiller delivers reliable performance for years.

Invaluable Database Record
Core maintains a complete database of all tests, and results, performed on
a system and equipment. This provides invaluable information to help
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Equipment evaluation
Detailed reports
Customised service contracts

Non-destructive Testing
Oil and water analysis
Motor insulation testing
Thermographic testing
Ethylene and propylene glycol
optimise ongoing performance, and also helps identify possible future
problems. It is a key component of predictive maintenance.

Emergency Service
Because Carrier and Vertiv units – and other leading brands of equipment
– serve critical systems where downtime is an expense as well as an
inconvenience, Core offers a 24-hour emergency service on all of its
maintenance contracts. Average response time from call receipt is two
hours for the Dublin and Cork areas and under four hours nationwide.
Core engineers carry stocks of the most commonly-used parts but also
have 24-hour access to express parts delivery for less common items.
Repairs are completed day or night, to return equipment to normal
operating condition as quickly as possible.

Motor Insulation Testing
Motor failures are usually caused by motor winding breakdown, so Core
engineers conduct regular motor insulation testing. This identifies
insulation deterioration before failure occurs and so allows for planned,
and budgeted repair. Meg-ohm testing is used to identify weak spots in
motor windings or the presence of potentially-damaging moisture. It also
avoids labour-intensive disassembly.
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CRU Registered Gas
Installer scheme
now to include nondomestic gas works
The Commission for the Regulation of Utilities
(CRU) has expanded the scope of the Registered
Gas Installers (RGI) scheme to now include all
installers and qualiﬁed professionals working
with gas in commercial and industrial settings.
The existing RGI scheme requires,
by law, any person who wishes to carry
out gas works that are to be used by a
domestic customer to register as a
Registered Gas Installer (RGI) with the
RGII. The expansion of the scheme to
include non-domestic installers will
require all professionals working on
non-domestic gas works to register to
have their qualiﬁcations validated prior to
ﬁnalising scheme entry requirements. It is
expected that the new regulation requiring
mandatory registration of non-domestic
gas installers will begin in January 2019.
The extension of the RGI scheme to
include non-domestic gas works follows
extensive consultation with stakeholders and will promote higher safety
standards for commercial consumers.
The extension follows a number of
serious incidents, including a tragic
death following a gas explosion in a
launderette in Killarney in 2013.
Consumers should only use
Registered Gas Installers to carry out
both domestic and non-domestic gas
works from this date. By using an RGI,
customers can have conﬁdence that
they are dealing with a trained
installer who has the required expertise
in gas safety to ensure their gas
installation is safe.
Any installers that carry out either
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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domestic or non-domestic gas works
after this point, and who are not
registered with the new RGI scheme,
will be subject to prosecution. It is a
criminal offence for any individual or
company to undertake domestic gas
works if they are not a registered gas
installer. The CRU regularly carries out
investigations of domestic gas works
and has successfully prosecuted over
20 cases in the last three years.
The scope of the RGI scheme to
be extended to include non-domestic
gas works in 2019 will include
pipework, space heating, hot water,
catering, laundry, power generation
and combined heat and power (CHP)

Provisional
register
• The scope of the Registered Gas
Installers (RGI) Scheme is being
extended to include non-domestic
gas works.
• CRU and gas services industry
identiﬁed non-domestic gas works
in commercial and industrial
settings as an area of concern.
• A provisional register is now open
on www.rgii.ie and it is free
to register.
installations. It should be noted that
submitting provisional registration
details will not guarantee acceptance
on to the mandatory register when it
opens in 2019.
The CRU’s Commissioner for Energy
Safety and Chairperson, Dr Paul
McGowan said: “The regulation
of non-domestic gas installers will
improve public safety. It will give
conﬁdence to consumers that the
installers are competent, insured and
subject to inspection to ensure their
work is undertaken to the required
standards. It will also standardise the
training requirements to become a
non-domestic registered gas installer.
“The opening of a provisional
register for non-domestic gas installers
is an important step in extending the
RGI scheme.
It is a positive development that
will provide domestic, and now
non-domestic, customers with an
additional level of comfort and peace
of mind that the gas works being
undertaken are being done by a
qualiﬁed and registered professional.”
Contact: RGII. Tel: 01 - 499 7998;
www.rgii.ie Q
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Sigma is VRF with
flexibility built in
With its new Sigma-shaped heat exchanger, the Set Free Sigma VRF
range is high efficiency even at low or partial load in cooling mode,
achieving SEER up to 8.33 and a market-leading SCOP of up to 5.06.
 5HP to 24HP in a single unit module up to 96HP with combinations
 Two pipe heat pump, three pipe heat recovery
 Off coil temperature control eliminates cold draughts
 Japanese technology, manufactured in Europe
To find out more call Hitachi on +353 (0) 87 914 9703
@hitachiairconUK
hitachi-hvac.com
hitachi
hvac.com

NEW
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Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries introduces
stylish R32 wall models
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Air Conditioning Europe
has introduced a new series of stylish air conditioning
wall units for the Irish market – based on the modern
SRK-ZSX range – in various colours to suit any interior.
Based on the environmentally friendly refrigerant
R32, they are now available exclusively in Ireland
through Diamond Air Conditioning.

SRK Titanium model, one of three options. The other two are white or black/white.

The units are available in ﬁve capacities,
from 2kW to 6kW, and in three colours
– white, black/white or titanium. All come
with very favourable energy rating labels
for both cooling and heating. These are
A +++ for the models 20kW, 25kW and
35kW, and A ++ for the models 50kW and
60kW. In this connection the SEER values
are even further increased, while the SCOP
values are unchanged and remain as per
in the existing series.
Silent and energy-saving
As standard, these particularly silent wall
models with noise levels from 19dB (A)
are equipped with a number of energysaving functions such as a presence
sensor and a motion sensor. For example,
the system can be prevented from running
while no one is present in the room at a
speciﬁc and pre-set time.
The inner parts are hybrid models,
suitable for use on both loose split and
on multi split systems (SCM series).
In the latter case, the systems must
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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be ﬁlled with the traditional refrigerant
R410A.
Wireless remote controller (RC-EX3)
The wall mounted unit comes with a
wireless infra-red remote controller which
is used to control the unit’s settings such
as temperature, fan speed, heating or

cooling mode. The user-friendly design
with large buttons has a number of key
features such as eco-mode settings and
a weekly timer which can be set to
individual parameters. There is also
a silent mode option which can be
selected when going to sleep so there
are minimal noise levels.
This unit also has an option to be
controlled by a smart phone or tablet. If
this option is preferred then an electrical
device is required. This would need to be
installed separately and an app would
need to be downloaded on a smart
phone or tablet.
In combination with an optional circuit
board, these models can also be equipped
with the extensive touchscreen remote
controller RC-EX3. Furthermore, the units
can be operated remotely via a WIFI
module, which can easily be inserted
into the indoor unit.
The Airconwithme App allows for
easy and intuitive control from anywhere
via a smartphone or tablet. It also
enables extensive access to service
and maintenance data, combined with
easy-to-use full-dot LCD back-light display.
All settings are changed by tapping the
touch screen panel.
Contact: Michael Clancy
(087 – 262 0701) or
Graham McCann (087 – 950 9402),
Diamond Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 – 636 3131; email: info@
diamondair.ie; www.diamondair.ieQ

SRK Titanium model installation
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LET’S SAVE
ENERGY AND MONEY

WITH THE LOWARA

HYDROVAR
VARIABLE SPEED CONTROLLER

HYDROVAR is not only a simple to use speed
peed control
system for direct motor mounting. In factt the
HYDROVAR product represents an intelligent
igent control
system which accurately adapts the demand
and and offers
plenty of advantages for both the operator
tor and the
system. Unique design needs no additional
nal control panel.
This tried and tested solution for high-level
vel installations
requiring failsafe systems with a superiorr range of
features. Reduces the energy consumption
on
of pumps by up to 70%.
Can be retroﬁtted to most types of pump.
p.
Saves money and reduces carbon dioxide
e emissions.

For pump sales please call...

'XEOLQ RUHPDLOORZDUDLUHODQG#[\OHPLQFFRP
%HOIDVWRUHPDLOORZDUDLUHODQG#[\OHPLQFFRP

www.xylemwatersolutions.com/ie
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BEMS & CONTROLS

It’s time to face
the challenge
In this special article for Building Services
News, Jon Belﬁeld, President of the
Building Controls Industry Association
(BCIA), highlights the importance of
training within the building controls
sector, and shares his views on BEMS
and the future of the industry.
In my new role as President of
the BCIA, it is tempting to review
all of the high-tech opportunities
and concepts that are on the
horizon. While I may not have a
crystal ball, I do have 30 years of
experience and I have witnessed
an unimaginable technical change
in the BEMS industry.
The introduction of various
regulations and compliance
requirements has highlighted both
the opportunities and challenges
within the building controls and
BEMS sector. With the new
regulations in place, it is now more
important than ever for building
managers and owners to ensure
that all of their commercial leases
are achieving the required energy
rating certiﬁcation, or above,
before the property is let
to occupiers.
Building controls are complex,
yet vital, in meeting the challenge
the whole sector faces in reducing
energy consumption and CO2
emissions. It’s a must that building
professionals are fully up to speed
with the ever-evolving technology
in this sector, to be able to
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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precisely set-up and programme
suitable controls. The only way
we can ensure this is achieved is
through investment in training.
The buildings of today and
tomorrow should not just meet
required energy efﬁciency targets,
they should be exceeding them.
For 2018, the BCIA has revamped
its suite of training courses to offer
more accessibility to training for
engineers who are brand new to
the industry, and to those who are
highly experienced and wish to
expand on their knowledge.
Furthermore, we have seen the
launch of the new Building
Controls Integrator
Electrotechnical Certiﬁcation
Scheme (ECS) card. This meets the
needs of the growing body of
controls engineers to receive a

Jon Belﬁeld, President of the Building Controls
Industry Association (BCIA)

ﬁtting endorsement for their
professionalism and skills, and
helps them stand out among their
peers. It also allows building
controls professionals to
demonstrate and prove to clients
and employers that they have
the relevant qualiﬁcations to
be on site.
Although property managers
and owners are optimising
buildings with effective controls
and upskilling engineers to meet
legislation, it is alarming to note
that recent Schneider Electric
statistics revealed that 50% of
energy used in buildings is wasted
because of inefﬁcient building
energy management systems
(BEMS). This is because only 20%
of facility managers use 80% of
the available capabilities in BEMS.

As I see it, the key ingredients to continued
success in the BEMS sector are a solid
foundation of training (the fundamentals
of physics and thermodynamics haven’t
changed), and continued learning and
professional development.
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As I see it, the key ingredients to
continued success in the BEMS
sector are a solid foundation of
training (the fundamentals of
physics and thermodynamics
haven’t changed), and continued
learning and professional
development. All of this needs
to be coupled with the ability to
adapt to change, because change
is inevitable.
My vision of the future for
building controls and BEMS is that
the demand for a highly-skilled
and innovative professional
workforce will never be greater.
More and more technicallyadvanced products are being
delivered into the marketplace
and the generic name of “System
Integrators” that was given to
BEMS companies years ago has
never been a more appropriate
badge.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2018
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The skills required to integrate
all of the new systems that can
be supplied into a building are
still rooted in HVAC controls
fundamentals, but with the
addition of a high level of IT
skills. This remains a signiﬁcant
challenge for our sector, but a
wonderful opportunity for those
considering an engineering
profession where you can make
a real difference.
With these advancements in
technology, there is also an
interesting juxtaposition to
consider – the user and speciﬁer
demand BEMS systems that are
far more straightforward, easy
to operate and are increasingly
energy efﬁcient. However,
behind the scenes, the technical
challenges required to bind them
all together efﬁciently to operate
as an integrated system

19

is increasingly complex.
I don’t see this as a conﬂict of
interest but as an opportunity for
our industry to be open all the
way through the engineering
phase. This involves engaging
with all members in the supply
chain, and of course the end-user,
so that the right systems and
components are installed and
integrated into buildings to give
building users the environment
they require. Systems that are
both energy efﬁcient and simple
to operate are key towards
meeting these objectives and
striving towards excellence.
In a world where advances in
technology continue at pace, the
need for skilled engineers has
never been greater to deliver
these technologies effectively.
This, I believe, is our shared
goal for the future. Q
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Heating engineers
and GDPR … what
you need to know
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) coming into
force on 25 May 2018 has serious implications for heating
contractors and how they conduct their business. Under GDPR,
there will be tougher ﬁnes for non-compliance and data
protection breaches, and consumers will have more say over
what companies can do with their data. Here Paul Clancy,
Managing Director, Baxi Potterton Myson, explains what GDPR
means for small businesses within the heating industry.*
(f) Legitimate interests: the processing is
GDPR applies to any organisation
that processes personal data about EU
citizens. In the context of the HVAC
industry, this includes saving customer
names, emails and addresses to send
out annual servicing reminders or for
email marketing.
As with any substantial change in
legislation, forewarned is forearmed,
so here are four key considerations to
be aware of.
Legal grounds
GDPR sets out conditions that must be
met for the processing of personal data
to be lawful. These include:
(a) Consent: the individual has given
clear consent for you to process their
personal data for a speciﬁc purpose;
(b) Contract: the processing is necessary
for a contract you have with the
individual, or because they have
asked you to take speciﬁc steps
before entering into a contract;
(c) Legal obligation: the processing is
necessary for you to comply with
the law (not including contractual
obligations);
(d) Vital interests: the processing is
necessary to protect someone’s life;
(e) Public task: the processing is
necessary for you to perform a task
in the public interest, or for your
ofﬁcial functions, and the task or
function has a clear basis in law;
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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necessary for your legitimate interests
or the legitimate interests of a third
party, unless there is a good reason
to protect the individual’s personal
data which overrides those
legitimate interests.
No one basis is “better” than the
other, but it is up to you to decide which
applies, depending on what you are using
the data for. However, in the case of a
small heating business, consent may be
the most clear-cut method. So, remember
to get your customers to sign a page or
tick a box each time you obtain data for
different tasks such as email marketing,
service reminders and support.
Right to be forgotten
Any consent a customer gives isn’t
automatically forever. Another key

While GDPR rightly makes
consumer rights a top
priority, there will also be
long-term beneﬁts for
businesses if it is adhered to.

Paul Clancy, Managing Director, Baxi Potterton
Myson

change is the right to be forgotten –
this lets individuals withdraw consent,
meaning you would have to delete any
information you held about them.
Right to access
Customers also have the right to request
access to their personal data and to ask
how it’s being used by you after it has
been gathered. Make sure you’re able to
provide a copy of the personal data, free
of charge, and in electronic format
if requested.
Data breach notiﬁcation
Data breach notiﬁcation is also
mandatory under the GDPR. Ensure your
processes enable you to notify the data
protection authority of a data breach
within 72 hours of becoming aware of it.
Obviously, there’s a little more detail into
which you’ll need to delve, but these are
the key issues that need to be adhered
to, and in place, by May.
While GDPR rightly makes consumer
rights a top priority, there will also be
long-term beneﬁts for businesses if it is
adhered to. Companies which only use
customer data that has been obtained
under full disclosure, and send out
information that is relevant and useful,
will be more successful in building
long-term relationships with their
key customers. Q
*This article is not legal advice and is intended
merely as a general guide to the subject matter.
Consult the GDPR website (http://gdprandyou.
ie/) for full details, or seek out specialist advice
for your speciﬁc circumstances.
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The right
solution for
every need.
Intelligent solutions
for intelligent people.
From simple individual room thermostats to
wireless and remote controlled solutions for
the whole house. We offer a wide range of
products in a timeless elegant design.

The Controls Centre,
The
Controls Centre,
4 Walkinstown
Road, Dublin 12.
4
Walkinstown
Road, Dublin
Tel:
01 - 452 2355/452
2229 12.
Tel:
2229
Fax:01
01--452
4512355/452
6919
Fax:
01info@manotherm.ie
- 451 6919
email:
email: info@manotherm.ie

www.manotherm.ie
www.manotherm.ie
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SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
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Alre b@home smart
control solution for
apartment blocks
The Alre b@home smart control system from
Manotherm is making signiﬁcant market inroads since
its recent introduction to Ireland. German engineered
to the highest European standards, it can be easily
programmed and operated, a unique feature being
that it can function on a home network without any
internet connection using the b@home smartphone
app. All data and conﬁguration parameters are stored
locally on the b@home gateway with pier-to-pier
technology ensuring that all transmissions are secure
and have zero interference.
A recent project success
comprised a mixed residential
complex consisting of ﬁve blocks
of 200 apartments, ranging from
three to six rooms with an
average of 78sq m of living
space in each unit. The entire
complex covers a total of
13,641sq m and is a concrete
construction with timber
internal walls originally
built in 2000. Each block is
heated by a central CHP with

each unit incorporating a mix of
underﬂoor and radiator heating.
In 2016 the decision was made
to install a modern, up-to-date
control system that could
manage the diverse range of
heating appliances in the
project. The design parameters
were that the solution had to be
user-friendly, ﬂexible, easy to
install, involve minimum
disruption to occupiers, and
could be expanded easily. On

The Alre wireless HTFRL controller.
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consideration of all the options
available the Alre b@home
system was deemed to fulﬁll all
of these criteria and it was
selected for Phase 1 of the
renewal project consisting of 78
apartments in two blocks.
Every apartment was equipped
with the Alre radio-based heat
control system (868 MHz). The
existing thermostatic radiator
valve heads were removed and
replaced with the Alre battery
wireless actuator, with each
actuator being paired with the
Alre battery wireless thermostat.
This enables room-by-room
temperature control, along with
individual programmable
setpoints and time zones.
Every apartment was also
equipped with the Alre wireless
multi-channel controller with
Alre thermic actuators being
ﬁtted to the existing underﬂoor
manifold. Every zone was then
paired with the Alre wireless
thermostat to provide control to
all of the existing zones. The
units were also equipped with a
central wireless controller giving
time and temperature zone
control over the entire
apartment.
Additionally, the installed
solution across all apartments is
upgradable to the b@home
smart home app with the
installation of the Alre gateway.
A further endorsement of the
b@home solution is that, due to
the success of Phase 1, work on
Phase 2 – consisting of a further
122 Apartments – is due to
commence shortly.
Contact: Manotherm.
Tel: 01 – 452 2355;
email: info@manotherm.ie;
www.manotherm.ie Q
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Are you a
Non-Domestic
GAS Installer?
From January 2019 you
must be registered.
A new Regulation will make it illegal for anyone to carry out
Non-Domestic Gas Works without registration.
The provisional register is now open.
You should register for free at www.rgii.ie
For more information please check the RGII website on
www.rgii.ie prior to contacting the RGII office at 01 499 7998

The RGI Scheme is operated by the
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2018
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CAREL Ireland –
This year marks the 10th
anniversary of Carel Ireland,
an Irish-owned company that
is also an affiliate of CAREL
INDUSTRIES S.p.A., a world
leader in the evolution and
manufacturing of controls
and systems for air
conditioning, refrigeration,
heating, humidiﬁcation and
evaporative cooling.
When Dave Killalea and
Les Mason established the
company in 2008, the
industry was at a low point
and looking for new,
innovative solutions to
meet the newly-emerging
challenges of the HVAC/R
sector.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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10 Years supporting Irish Industry
through Innovation and Technology
Having been involved in the HVAC/R Industry for many years, their combined
expertise now represents over 75 years of ﬁeld-based knowledge across all HVAC/R market
segments. Given the difﬁcult economic situation in 2008, they immediately brought this
experience to bear on meeting the industry’s needs and, over the last decade, have not only
grown and developed into a key market player, but also provided guidance and direction
in respect of environmental issues, the introduction of new technologies that respond to
changes in F Gas legislation, energy saving components/systems, and the development
of innovative new technologies for many major Irish and International companies.
In devising and creating comprehensive HVAC/R and humidiﬁcation controls packages
for all market segments, Carel Ireland combines a unique mix of its own vast industry
knowledge and experience with that of the Carel product and systems portfolio, in
addition to the enormous reservoir of CAREL INDUSTRIES S.p.A. research data and expertise.
In delivering HVAC/R “turn-key” solutions that combine consultation, system design
solutions, product selection, installation support and project assistance, Carel Ireland
acts as a team player with all the other disciplines involved in the project and not just
a product supplier. This approach has served both the industry, and Carel Ireland,
extremely well over the last decade.
In celebrating its 10th anniversary, Carel Ireland would like to
thank its many customers for their continued business and to
acknowledge the special partnership
status it enjoys with its clients, while
looking forward to strengthening
and growing that relationship
in the future.

Caroline Farrell, Accounts Manager with David Killalea (MIRI), Managing Director
and Leslie Mason, Sales Director, Carel Ireland
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CAREL INDUSTRIES S.p.A.

understanding the multiple facets of the
HVAC/R markets, allows the best solution to be
provided to meet the legislative and constantlychanging demands of this unique industry.

Market segments served

CAREL INDUSTRIES S.p.A. has a history in
controls development dating back 45 years
during which time it has led the evolution of
control technology and humidiﬁcation for air
conditioning and refrigeration markets.
Research and development lie at the heart
of its commitment to the sector with 7% of
consolidated sales re-invested annually, and
a further 3% of sales regularly invested in
production process technology. Of the
company’s 1,350 staff, 18% are employed in
research and development. Moreover, 55%
of all employees are university graduates.
Training is another area where CAREL
INDUSTRIES S.p.A. and Carel Ireland devote
signiﬁcant resources. In 2017 alone 17,000
hours were applied to all areas of the company,
both in terms of soft skills and technical
competencies. It is this commitment to, and total
immersion in, the industry that leads to such
ground-breaking products and systems.

Market responsibility
Carel Ireland sees itself as an integral part of
the HVAC/R industry rather than a mere supplier
to it. Managing Director of Carel Ireland,
David Killalea (MIRI) has also played an active
role in the various industry representative
bodies, institutions, and social groups. These
include the Institute of Refrigeration Ireland
(IRI) where he is a past President, and the
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Golﬁng
Society (RACGS). He was also an original
member of the board of F Gas Registration.
The association with these industry
organisations stems from a ﬁrm company
ethos that being directly involved with, and

25

Solutions for refrige
ration and retail
units and systems

Carel’s extensive portfolio of over 7,000 products
comprises electronic controllers, humidiﬁers,
valves, probes and monitoring systems for a
vast range of market applications.
Primary sectors catered for include
Q Data centres
Q Retail environment
Q Hotel and leisure
Q Hospitals and healthcare
Q Specialist industry
Q Original equipment manufacturers
Q Pharmaceutical environment

CPD Training

Given the on-going stream of innovative products
and systems produced by Carel, and the large
bank of research data at its disposal, Carel Ireland
shares this with the industry through its extensive
CPD training programme. These sessions are run
at its own training centre in Ashbourne but can
also be delivered at client’s premises, be they
contractors/installers or design consultants.
This is a critical part of the Carel Ireland
service and underpins its knowledge-sharing,
partnership approach. Apart from the set,
pre-determined programme delivery,
customised training modules on speciﬁc
market areas and/or related regulations
and market compliance issues can also
be arranged.

-conditioning
Solutions for air
s
m
ste
sy
units and

Solutions for air
humidiﬁcation
and evaporative
cooling

Carel Ireland Ltd
Unit 28E Ashbourne Business Centre, Ashbourne, Co. Meath
Phone: 00353 1 8353745; Fax: 00353 1 8353681
Email: sales@carel.ie
Web: http://www.carel.ie
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Beneﬁts of
insertion type
ﬂow meters
Flow meters for liquids, steam and gases are
available in a variety of technologies and mechanical
conﬁgurations so, when choosing a ﬂow meter, the
measurement technology may be the ﬁrst thing that
comes to mind. However, one should also consider
the pros and cons of the three common conﬁguration
types – inline, clamp-on and insertion, says Rich Costa
of Intelligent Building Controls (IBC). Inline and
insertion type ﬂow meters are available for many
different measurement technologies, while clamp-on
meters always use some form of ultrasonic technology.
Inline ﬂow meters are probably
the most recognised conﬁguration due
to their common presence in homes
and businesses for domestic water
measurement, and these can be quite
accurate since all the ﬂow must travel
through the device. However, the cost
of the meter and installation is
proportional to the pipe size. Also,
retroﬁt installation or service requires
the piping system to be de-pressurised

unless a bypass exists. For many HVAC
applications, an unplanned shutdown
is simply not possible.
Clamp-on type ﬂow meters have
gained popularity during the past 10
years as the technology has improved
and they have the beneﬁt of requiring
no mechanical work. However, measuring
ﬂow velocity through the pipe wall is a
challenge. While accuracy can be as good
as 1% of rate, less accurate versions are

ONICON F-4600 inline ﬂow meters accurately and reliably measure the ﬂow of water and water
glycol solutions.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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common and clamp-on type ﬂow
meters can be affected by pipe
conditions, the skill of the installer
and process conditions.
Insertion type ﬂow meters are installed
into the top or side of the pipe via a
process connection and offer the ability
to use a standard device in multiple pipe
sizes.Therefore, the cost is relatively
stable over a wide range of pipe sizes.
Furthermore, many manufacturers offer
a “hot tap” option that allows the ﬂow
meter to be installed via a valve.
The “hot tap” feature allows a ﬂow
meter to be installed into, or removed
from, an existing pressurised system
with no interruption of service. For a
new installation where no isolation valve
exists, the installer will attach the process
ﬁtting and valve and then use a “wet
tap” drilling machine to safely create
the necessary access hole under pressure.
The insertion type ﬂow meter can then
be inserted into the pipe via the newlyinstalled isolation valve.
There is a wide range of measurement
technologies available in this
conﬁguration including turbine,
paddle wheel, differential pressure,
electromagnetic, vortex shedding and
thermal mass. The accuracy of insertion
type ﬂow meters can be better than 1%
of rate, rivalling inline type ﬂow meters,
although uncalibrated versions are also
available with lower performance.
Depending on the manufacturer and
process conditions, insertion type ﬂow
meters may be hand-insertable or may
include a special insertion tool to
facilitate the safe insertion/removal under
pressure. Insertion type ﬂow meters offer
a viable way to measure ﬂow accurately
in a variety of applications where it may
otherwise be unfeasible due to cost or
inability to interrupt the process.
As was pointed out earlier, when it
comes to ﬂow meters a variety of
technologies and mechanical
conﬁgurations are available. The key
is in selecting the most appropriate
solution for the application in question.
Contact: Rich Costa, Intelligent
Building Controls. Tel: 01– 457 5421;
Mobile: 085 – 125 7037;
email: rich@ibc.ie Q
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heating through innovation

MYSON

INTRODUCING
THE MYSON
SECOND-GENERATION
WIFI CONTROLLED
PROGRAMMABLE
THERMOSTAT
C

M
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SMART CHOICE
The TOUCH2 WIFI is the second
generation wifi thermostat from MYSON.
So easy to set up and configure on your
‘Smart phone’ or ‘Tablet’.

K

SMART CONTROL
The Geo Location feature will support
multi user smart phone to deactivate
and reactivate when leaving and
returning home.

SMART START
With Smart start, holiday and hold
settings, plus room temperature history.
The TOUCH2 WIFI offers you a smarter
way to control your heating.
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Potterton Myson (Irl) Limited
Unit F6, Calmount Park
Calmount Road
Ballymount, Dublin 12
Tel: 01 – 459 0870
email: sales@potterton-myson.ie
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Heat pumps now
included in the
Better Energy
Homes grant
programme
Background
Following an announcement by
Minister Denis Naughten late last
year, SEAI has introduced a number
of changes to the Better Energy
Homes scheme, including increased
grants for external wall insulation,
the elimination of grants for
fossil-fuelled boilers, increased
heating controls grants and, most
excitingly, a new heat pump grant
from April (See Table A). The
objectives are to drive building
fabric upgrades and stimulate an
accelerated decarbonisation of
heat supply.
Why heat pumps?
Primarily to accelerate the move
away from fossil fuels towards
renewable forms of heating. Hence
the discontinuation of the grant
for oil/gas boilers with controls,
and the introduction of a single
higher grant for heating controls
only. The addition of a heat pump
grant arises from the ongoing
review of the programme and the
objective of supporting more
renewable heating options, on
top of the solar thermal.
Heat pumps are very efficient
electrical devices that convert
energy from the outside of the
home into useful heat in the home,
in the same way a fridge extracts
heat from its inside. They even
work in Ireland’s cold winters. This
extracted heat can then be used to
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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heat the home and hot water. The
beauty of a heat pump is that every
unit of electricity used in the
process yields about four units of
heat. In well-insulated houses they
are very economical to run and are
an extremely efficient alternative
to fossil fuel-based heating
systems. There are different types
of heat pumps including air-towater, ground source to water,
exhaust air-to-water, water-towater and air-to-air heat pumps.
Why the focus on “fabric first”
for heat pumps?
For optimum efficiency, heat pumps
should only be installed in wellinsulated homes. If the home is not
properly insulated it is highly likely
that it will not be heated properly
and the homeowner’s electricity
bills will be higher than expected.
To address this, SEAI has introduced
a process to ensure that the homes
are suitable for a heat pump based
on a “fabric first” approach.
The minimum requirement will
be based on the total heat loss for
the dwelling, which includes the
fabric and ventilation heat loss.
The Heat Loss Indicator, or HLI, is
the Total Heat Loss per m2 of
dwelling floor area. This can be
calculated using the Dwelling
Energy Assessment Procedure or
DEAP software used to determine
a home’s Building Energy Rating.
It is defined as follows:

HLI =

Fabric Heat Loss +
Ventilation Heat Loss

[ ]
W

Floor area of dwelling K· m2

The HLI will be used to determine
the energy performance of the
dwelling for the purpose of the
Better Energy Homes grants for
heat pump systems and must be
no more than 2W/K m2.
Central to determining this
calculation will be the role of an
independent SEAI registered
Technical Advisor who will carry
out the required technical
assessment to determine the
suitability of a home for a heat
pump system.
How can the Heat Loss Indicator
(HLI) of a poorly-performing
home be improved?
The Technical Assessment report
will set out the specifics for each
individual home. It is likely to include
recommendations to improve the
insulation of the walls, attic and
possibly floor. It may also require
the installation of high-performance
double or triple-glazed windows
and doors. Doing this will generally
make a home more airtight. This is
good but will necessitate a
ventilation strategy for occupant
health and to protect against
condensation effects. That might
sound like a contradiction, but
ventilation is extremely important.
SEAI already offers grants for
three types of wall insulation
(external wall insulation, internal
dry lining and cavity wall
insulation) as well as attic
insulation.
Who is the Technical Advisor
and what does he/she do?
An independent SEAI registered
Technical Advisor will be an
engineer, architect, quantity
surveyor or relevant construction
professional who is also a
registered Domestic BER Assessor
and who has attended an SEAI
Technical Advisor workshop.
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(S)he will use the DEAP software
to determine the Heat Loss
Indicator and thus the home’s
suitability for a heat pump. This
information may already be
available from a current valid BER
for the property. If no current BER
exists then the advisor will publish
an up-to-date BER, a prerequisite
for a heat pump grant. The Technical
Advisor will produce a Technical
Assessment which will indicate that
either the home is already heat
pump ready or, if not, what upgrades
are necessary to make it so.
At the time of applying for a
heat pump grant the homeowner
is required to upload the Technical
Assessment document attesting to
the home’s eligibility or what needs
to be done to achieve eligibility.
Where upgrade works are necessary
then the Technical Assessment
document can be used by the
homeowner to get quotes from
contractors for these works.
Homeowners who successfully
proceed with a grant-aided heat
pump system installation will
receive a F200 grant towards the
cost of the Technical Advisor.
The introduction of the
independent SEAI registered
Technical Advisor role is a further
step to help professionalise
residential retrofitting. SEAI will
soon publish a list of independent
SEAI-registered Technical Advisors
on its website. To be eligible for
registration candidates must be a
registered Domestic BER Assessor
and have a FETAC Level 7 in
engineering/architecture/quantity
surveying/construction or
equivalent (must demonstrate
adequate experience and full
membership of relevant
professional associations).
What are the requirements to
register as a heat pump
installer?
To be eligible to register as a heat
pump installer for the Better
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2018
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Air to Water Heat Pump

F3,500

Ground to Water Heat Pump (Horizontal)

F3,500

Ground to Water Heat Pump (Vertical)

F3,500

Exhaust Air to Water Heat Pump

F3,500

Water to Water Heat Pump

F3,500

Air to Air Heat Pump

F600

Technical Assessment – payable only with heat pump grant

F200

Table A – Heat pump grant amounts from April 2018

Energy Homes programme,
candidates must have:
• Fetac Level 6 Plumbing Certificate
with minor in electrics;
• A Certificate of Competency from
the manufacturer(s) of the
appliance(s) they intend to install;
• From 1 January 2019 Fetac Level 6
in Heat Pump Installation, or
registration on SEAI’s Register of
Renewables Installers.
As with all other registered
contractors under the programme,
heat pump installers will also be
required to abide by the Better
Energy Homes Terms and Conditions,
including requirements to be tax
compliant and properly insured.
They must complete the
installation in full accordance
with the Code of Practice.
They will also be subject
to SEAI’s quality
assurance and
disciplinary
procedure.
The heat
pump section in the
Code of Practice is
now being updated.

report, only one eligibility term is
different for the heat pump system
grant. The year of construction and
first occupation for the home in
question must be before 2011.
This eligibility criteria has also
been extended to the solar thermal
grant. Homes built after this date
were subject to Building
Regulations which mandated a
minimum level of renewables.
[For insulation grants and heating control
grants under the Better Energy Homes
programme, the requirement remains
unchanged where construction and first
occupation must be before 2006]. Q

Are there any
differences to
other Better Energy
Homes grant
eligibility terms?
Aside from the
requirement for the
Technical Assessment
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Mitsubishi Electric
ecodan heat pump …
the perfect grant partner
Mitsubishi Electric’s ecodan heat pump range is A++ rated,
ensures Part L compliance, and delivers renewable low-carbon
heating and hot water solutions for everything from small
apartments through to large houses, ofﬁce blocks, schools,
hotels, leisure centres, etc. Like any heating system, ecodan
works most effectively in properties with high levels of
thermal efﬁciency and Mitsubishi Electric advises all clients
to be aware of this. This is especially relevant when availing
of the new SEAI heat pump grant.

EU Directive compliant

What makes ecodan unique?

Under EU Directive 2009/125/EC,
air to water heat pumps of up to
70kW must show their heating
efﬁciency on the energy label, the
purpose of which is to inform
customers about the energy efﬁciency
of a heating unit. The efﬁciency for
space heating is ranked from A++
to G. In the case of domestic hot
water, it is from A to G. A package
label is also required if the ecodan
heat pump is installed with a
controller and/or a solar system
or additional heater.
All ecodan units are rated A++ for
heating at both 55°C and 35°C, and A
for domestic hot water. These are the
highest possible efﬁciency ratings.

At the heart of ecodan is a modern,
inverter-driven heat pump compressor
that converts free energy from the air
and upgrades it to higher temperatures
suitable for heating. The inverter
control regulates the system so that
heat output modulates to match the
exact capacity required, delivering only
the energy needed at any given time,
and thus increasing efﬁciency further.
Using ecodan, it is possible to control
two different ﬂow temperatures, thereby
managing two different heating load
requirements. The system can adjust
and maintain two ﬂow temperatures
when different temperatures are required
for different rooms. For example,
controlling a ﬂow temperature of 40°C

for the bedroom radiators and one of
30°C for the living room ﬂoor heating.
Intelligent hybrid control allows the
ecodan system to be combined with a
boiler already installed and currently
in use. This control can judge which
heating source to use, either ecodan
or the existing boiler, based on
various conditions.

Installer beneﬁts
• Easy to install and low maintenance;
• All-in-one: Key functional
components are incorporated;
• Compact cylinder unit is just 600mm
in width and 1600mm in height;
• Compact hydro box has only
530×360mm footprint;
• Easy installation: factory-ﬁtted
pressure relief valve;
• Easy service: relevant parts are
located at the front of the unit for
easy maintenance;
• Easy transport: handles attached
on front and back (cylinder unit);
• Ecodan selection tool: this allows
the system designer and installer
to get an insight into what Ecodan
can deliver, and to select the
most appropriate solution for the
project in hand. It is also ideal
for managing service and
maintenance.
Contact: Dave McConnell,
Sales Manager Heating Products,
Mitsubishi Electric.
Tel: 01 – 419 8800;
email: david.mcconnell@meir.mee.com

Schematic showing
Mitsubishi Electric
ecodan monobloc
system with 5kW
outdoor unit powering
indoor unit.
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Good Practice in the Design
of Homes – TM60:2018
With the likely introduction of NZEB and
updates to Technical Guidance Document
Part L (Conservation of Fuel and Energy –
Dwellings) Buildings Regulation this year,
Paul Martin, Programme Manager, Technical
Standards Development, SEAI, says this is a
good time to read the CIBSE Good Practice in
the Design of Homes TM60:2018. Paul is also
the current Chairman of CIBSE Ireland.
This technical memorandum (TM)
aims to help building services engineers and
other professionals working on the planning,
design and construction of homes to:
• understand and demonstrate good
practice;
• understand the relevant guidance, tools
and other resources available;
• contribute to delivering good practice as
part of a wider design team.
The document focuses on areas such as:
• Appointment, project briefs and design
development;
• Design and compliance tools;
• Key design considerations, including
overheating of dwellings;
• System design building engineering
systems in homes;
• Installation, commissioning and handover.
The following are some of the key design
considerations highlighted in the document.
Fit for purpose
The basis for the design of any home is
that it is suitable for its occupants needs,
that the dwelling meets all relevant sections
of the Building Regulations, and that it
complies with the planning conditions.
The building services engineer’s design
brief should set out and asses all of the
requirements such as comfort, renewable
contribution, and assessment of the most
suitable services for the dwelling. It should
also focus on the lifespan of the building,
and on the adaptability of services to
future-proof for the potential increase/
decrease in occupancy.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2018
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Integrated design
Over the years the advice has been for the
building services engineer to engage with
the other members of the design team as
early as possible, and to have regular input
to make sure potential design decisions
and changes made by other team members
are understood and assessed in a wellcoordinated way.
Now that more dwellings have high levels
of airtightness, it is increasingly important
to make sure that the building services
components are coordinated to ensure
that airtight membranes are not punctured.
CIBSE Guide F (CIBSE, 2012) describes some
of the key integration issues for building
services and should be referred to for
more information.
It is important that design services from
specialists, manufacturers, suppliers and
subcontractors are procured in a timely way
to allow a coordinated design process.
Site planning and passive
design process
The overall design approach taken should
prioritise site planning and fabric design
to take advantage of useful natural light,
ventilation and solar gains to reduce
energy demand.
Building services engineers should work
with architects and other design team
members to implement passive design
measures. This will involve considering
factors such as:
• orientation, layout and window design
to make use of available natural light and
to optimise useful solar gain;

• the use of appropriate solar control
strategies to avoid overheating in the
summer;
• designing windows as an integral part of
the ventilation strategy;
• the impact of built form on thermal
performance;
• the impact of spatial designs on services’
performance and the space available for
them;
• the use of thermal mass, which when
designed carefully and in combination
with other measures such as secure
night-time ventilation, can help to
reduce peak summertime temperatures
and retain heat in the winter;
• achieving good levels of fabric insulation
and airtightness.
Using passive design can be important for
achieving design targets. When integrated
well it can make homes and their services
simpler to deliver, operate and maintain.
An illustration of how fabric and services
issues may interact, including examples of
where passive measures at the building
level can help to reduce the demands on
mechanical services, is always helpful.
Life-cycle performance and costs
Building services engineers and wider design
teams should consider factors such as:
• reliability and durability;
• availability of consumable items and
replacement parts;
• maintenance requirements;
• ﬂexibility of switching to different types
of system at a later stage (for example,
changing the heating source).
Due to the longer timescales involved
in life-cycle performance assessments,
consideration should be given to longerterm future changes such as predicted
climate change; the decarbonisation of the
national electricity grid; degradations in
performance; and changing user needs
over time.
The resource efﬁciency of services,
including their embodied carbon impact –
i.e. the carbon associated with extraction
of materials, manufacture, transportation,
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installation and end of life – should be
factored into the design process.
Retroﬁt considerations
The retroﬁt of existing buildings has
considerable potential to improve the
quality of homes for occupants. It can
result in substantial efﬁciency savings
and comfort improvements, more reliable
systems, reduced utility bills and reduced
maintenance costs.
Speciﬁc challenges and considerations
for existing homes for different services
are detailed in the free-to-download
SR 54: Methodology for the energy
efﬁcient retroﬁt of existing dwellings.
This document was developed by NSAI,
the Department of Housing, Planning and
Local Government and the Sustainable
Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI).
The intended users for this SR are
designers, speciﬁers, installers and property
managers working on energy efﬁcient
retroﬁt projects for dwellings. This SR takes
a holistic approach to dwelling retroﬁt,
and the guidance considers the effects
of the various measures on the existing
construction and overall energy use.
Other supporting technical guidance
documents may be found on the DECLG
website in the Building Standards
section, and on the SEAI and the NSAI
Agrément websites.
Detailed building surveys should be
undertaken to gather key information,
including details of the existing building
fabric and services and the occupant
requirements. Where available, information
on existing energy and water usage, and
costs, should be gathered. Estimates of
the energy and water saving and
comfort beneﬁts of different options
should be made.
Building services engineers should
inform the client about the beneﬁts and
life-cycle costs of different options. In
some cases, a retroﬁt of the entire
system may be preferable to a staged
replacement on a component by component
basis. This will depend on individual
circumstances, including the
condition of existing components
and their residual life expectancy.
The sequencing of retroﬁt
plans should be carefully considered,
with forward planning to help ensure that
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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improvements made are appropriate in the
longer term, and to coordinate retroﬁt
measures with other planned works where
possible. For example, replacing services
prior to a fabric retroﬁt without due
consideration may mean that services
end up being over-sized.
If you are planning a deep retroﬁt of a
dwelling for a client you should consider
applying to SEAI for a grant. More
information on the programme can be
found at https://www.seai.ie/grants/
home-grants/deep-retroﬁt-programme/
Overheating
CIBSE created the Technical Memorandum
59: Design methodology for the assessment
of overheating risk in homes (TM59) in
order to set a standard by which
overheating can be assessed using a
consistent methodology.
Overheating is a problem caused by
many factors, or combination of those
factors, such as climate change, urban heat
island effect, smaller homes, large windows,
airtightness for winter energy efﬁciency,
poor installation and poor ventilation.
Input assumptions regarding the
occupancy proﬁles, internal gains,

natural ventilation capabilities etc in the
design process will produce a wide range of
results. In fact, sometimes they may even
mask the magnitude of the overheating risk.
TM59 aims to provide consistency across the
industry. With this guide all consultants will
now be using the same assumptions
regarding the use of the properties when
assessing overheating risk.
TM59 has been extensively “live tested”
on existing projects and shown to be
effective, but CIBSE is planning to back up
the results of the methodology through
further research and testing as it is applied
in the years to come. This will allow the
methodology to be reﬁned in response to
new data and user feedback.
All of the document detailed in this
article are free to download if you are a
CIBSE member, along with over 200 other
CIBSE guides, technical memoranda,
application manuals, codes of practice,
commissioning codes, knowledge series,
code for lighting, lighting handbook and
lighting guides.
If you are interested in joining CIBSE visit
https://www.cibse.org/membership Q
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Panasonic datanavi
solution for heating and
cooling maintenance
Panasonic has unveiled a new app which gives
the user instant access to detailed product
information to support quick and informed
maintenance of its heating and cooling solutions.
The datanavi app, powered
by Panasonic’s innovative Light ID

technology, delivers essential
product information directly to the
smart device of the product owner
or maintenance professional,
allowing them to quickly and
easily complete commissioning
and maintenance tasks.
The datanavi app works by
recognising a product’s unique
Light ID code, which is transmitted
by the LED light source in the
product remote controller. App users
receive the ID code by holding a
smart phone up to the LED light
source on the remote, which will
then transmit invisible high-speed
light ﬂashes or Light ID codes. After
receiving the ID, the app will connect
to the cloud to acquire the product’s
associated information, instantly
displaying it on the device’s screen.
For this to work, a new remote
controller (CZ-RTC5B) with Light ID
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technology can be used with selected
Panasonic heating and cooling
products.
Panasonic’s datanavi provides
users with valuable insights from
information stored on the cloud
database. This includes manuals,
installation and maintenance details
and energy consumption reports,
all of which highlight ways to save
and increase efﬁciency. The app can
also notify users when maintenance
is required.
When the remote controller shows
an error code, the user can get a

35

Panasonic datanavi
beneﬁts
• Unique support tool for
commercial AC commissioning
and maintenance;
• A new way to connect just using
your smartphone;
• Harnesses Panasonic’s unique
‘Light ID’ technology.

detailed description of the error by
scanning with their smartphone.
As a result, end users can access
professional support quickly, and
connect to product information
instantly for a secure, fast and
intuitive service.
The app is beneﬁcial for
maintenance professionals as
it allows them to track product
history, and access speciﬁc
manufacturer product information
and servicing requirements. Installers
that use datanavi can also access
user manuals and technical data,
anytime, anywhere, giving them
the information required at their
ﬁngertips, and in an instant.
Available from May on both iOS
and Android, the datanavi app is
easy to use – just register, log in
and follow the simple instructions
to get started.
Contact: Vincent Mahony,
Ireland Sales Manager, Panasonic.
Tel: 087 – 969 4221;
email: vincent.mahony@
eu.panasonic.com
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Calpeda
launches new
line of energyefﬁcient pumps
The MCE trade show, which ended
recently in Milan, is one of the most
important exhibitions in the sector
with more than 2400 exhibitors
and 162,000 visitors from all over
the world. Calpeda availed of their
participation to introduce three
new pump ranges and Graham Fay
and his colleagues from Calpeda
Pumps (Ireland) were in attendance
to mark the occasion.
One of these is the e-idos, a new line of plug-andplay solutions that are compact in design and are
claimed to deliver energy savings of 24% compared
to a standard pump. The philosophy behind all
the new units is integration certainty, because the
hydraulic part, the motor and the electronics are
designed together as a single unit to reach maximum
performance. More than a simple pump, this is in fact
a booster system with integrated pressure control that
is easy to install and is supplied ready-to-use.

Calpeda production covers
all types of pressure boosting sets: ﬁxed
speed, variable speed, and groups with one variable
speed pump and the rest ﬁxed speed pumps.
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Calpeda’s plug-and-play solutions have a compact design, and can
guarantee safety and 24% less energy consumption compared to a
standard pump.

Calpeda production covers all types of pressure
boosting sets – ﬁxed speed, variable speed, and groups
with one variable speed pump and the rest ﬁxed speed
pumps. If the main quality of a pressure boosting system
is reliability when supplying water, even with great
differences in consumption, the application of inverter
technology has made it possible to place energy saving
at the forefront, even with pressure boosting sets.
The company’s new booster sets are designed
with this in mind based on a “platform” philosophy
whereby the base and hydraulic part are produced to
adapt to all pump models of the same family, and for
all the three set versions (ﬁxed speed, variable speed,
mixed speed). Reinforcing this is the highest quality
component parts. This makes for a very ﬂexible,
high-performing and energy-efﬁcient solutions.
The third addition is the new GXR12 drainage pump
series. This is ideal for domestic use, for emptying
ﬂooded areas or tanks, for drawing from rainwater
collection wells and for irrigation. Made of stainless
steel, these units were designed to guarantee maximum
quality, easy installation and practical maintenance.
The GXR12 pumps deliver increased ﬂow rates (max.
Q 30 m3/h), head (max. H 19.2 m) and motor power
between 0.45 and 1.5 kW. The vertical delivery port,
aimed upwards for installation in small wells, does not
need a bend ﬁtted at the pump, while the automatic
ﬂoat switch, which can be magnetic if requested,
makes it easy to adjust the start and stop levels.
The capacitor, which is incorporated in single-phase
pumps, can be inspected easily, while the suction
strainer – with a double row of holes – is an extra
safety against possible clogging. It allows the passage
of solids up to 12mm grain size.
Contact: Calpeda Pumps Ireland. Tel: 01 – 861 2200;
email: info@calpedaireland.com Q
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Building your
business
requires
trusted partners
Today, more than ever, good business is about mutuallybeneficial and well-balanced trading partnerships. Creating,
sustaining and growing such partnerships is a demanding
process that, in addition to the delivery of quality products and
services, requires informed communication. Existing and
potential clients need to know about, and fully understand, what
you provide. Building Services News is the means by which to
do that. We are the partner that bridges that communications
gap and helps you cement the partnerships that underpin your
business.

Building Services News delivers results

Building
Services
news
Visit our website:

buildingservicesnews.com
Find us on
Facebook
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A TRIBUTE TO
SEÁN MULCAHY
(1926 – 2018)
In this tribute by Varming Chairman, John
Purcell, we celebrate the achievements
of Seán Mulcahy, whose impressive
engineering career spanned almost the
entire second half of the 20th century,
from the post-war years right up to the
early dawn of the Celtic Tiger era.
Over that long period the
practice and science of building
services engineering in Ireland
developed from its very humble
beginnings to embrace a myriad of
highly-sophisticated engineering
applications. Seán played a major
role in that transformation through
his belief in providing sound
engineering advice, embodying both
a sense of design excellence and
a spirit of innovation.
To gain some insight into the
inﬂuences that moulded this belief,
it is necessary to factor in Seán’s
family history and his early career
experiences. Seán was born in
1926 into an Ireland that was still
emerging from a turbulent decade of
social upheaval, armed revolt and a
highly-divisive civil war. Seán’s father
was very active in these events and
continued in a prominent political
role for many years.
Seán was the youngest of six
siblings. While not blessed with
robust health, as a child he had
already begun to exhibit the
characteristics of gentleness and
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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creativity that would endear him to
so many of his acquaintances in his
later life
He decided on a career in building
services engineering as it seemed to
him, back in 1947, that building
services engineering might well be a
rapidly-expanding ﬁeld. Fatefully, his
interest was drawn to a Danish
building services consultancy
practice, J Varming & Company, which
had just opened a design ofﬁce in
Dublin. Seán’s decision to accept a
position with this company was one
which was to shape his engineering
career for the following ﬁve decades.
Jørgen Varming became Seán’s ﬁrst
“boss”, his mentor, business partner
and a life-long friend. They went
on to discover that they shared the
same vision and values, not only
for buildings and engineering, but
also for art and music.
Jørgen Varming shared ofﬁces with
Michael Scott and Ove Arup in Scott’s
Merrion Square Building in those
early years and the newly-appointed
young graduate was assigned some
minor engineering design for the
40
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Jørgen Varming performing an impromptu
recital when the company was working on
the Sydney Opera House project.

Busáras ofﬁce building. However, he
soon realised that his university
education had taught him little about
building services engineering and
nothing about architecture. To develop
the fundamentals of these skills,
Varming sent Seán to Copenhagen for
a year, his ﬁrst time out of Ireland, to
work for a Danish electrical contractor.
Seán returned to Dublin from
Copenhagen in June 1949 a committed
building designer and an architect,
albeit one specialising in the limited
ﬁeld of building engineering systems.
The design of the mechanical and
electrical installations in Busáras offered
opportunities for innovation and so it
should not come as a total surprise that
the ﬁre-ﬁghting installation included a
basic sprinkler system.
As the years went by, the complement
of local Irish engineers increased and
gradually the Danish engineers returned
to the Copenhagen Ofﬁce. Seán was
appointed partner in charge of the
Dublin Ofﬁce, resulting in a change of
name to J Varming & S Mulcahy. Seán
persuaded Brian Reilly, a college friend,
to return from England and join him in
the new set-up. This was another key
relationship that endured for
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2018
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the remainder of their professional
working lives.
Ireland in the 1950s was not in a good
economic state and the prospects for
maintaining their small consulting
engineering practice were becoming
daunting for Seán and Brian. However,
rather than consider retrenching, Seán’s
reaction was to expand. With such a
plan in mind, he approached Jørgen
Varming in Copenhagen and, in 1957,
on Ove Arup’s recommendation, they set
up in London, styled as Steensen
Varming Mulcahy. A second SVM ofﬁce
was opened in Edinburgh in 1959.
Having been based essentially in
London and Edinburgh for over 10 years,
Seán returned to the Dublin Ofﬁce in the
late 1960s, a decade which had seen a
strong revival of the fortunes of the
Dublin practice now styled as Varming
Mulcahy Reilly Associates.
In a talk recorded in 1982, Seán gave
his views on how engineering services
enable modern architecture. He related
enthusiastically to the deﬁnition of
Henry Wooton that “the qualities of a
building are those of commodity,
ﬁrmness and delight. The structural
engineer identiﬁes his particular role
with ﬁrmness. The building services
engineer, his with commodity or
performance, and both engineers believe
with some justiﬁcation that the
architect’s concern is often with delight”.

39

Seán admired how Reiner Banham
– in his book, published in 1969,
Architecture of the Well-Tempered
Environment – set out the truly essential
role of engineering services in modern
building design. Banham pointed out
that the functioning of all large or tall
buildings is utterly dependent on
ventilation, on lifts, on plumbing and on
communications. Banham hypothesised
that the single unique distinction of
success of modern architecture design
resides in the performance of its
engineering services.
Jørgen Varming passed to his eternal
reward in September 1996. At his
funeral in Gentofte outside Copenhagen,
the pastor began his homily with the
striking words “The light of a most
shining person has been extinguished
very quietly, having burned for a long,
long time, and we are all left so very
strangely in the dark.” Many of us with
Varming roots can relate to these words
and will have experienced the same
sensation on the occasion of Seán’s
recent passing.
Happily, the torch lit by Jørgen
Varming in Dublin in 1946 is enduring
and has been carried forward by
successive generations of Irish Varming
engineers. Seán Mulcahy will always be
recognised, and remembered, as the
main torch bearer. Q

Michael Varming, son of Jørgen Varming, at the Varming 60th celebrations in Dublin.
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S&P – world leader
in energyefﬁcient
ventilation
systems
S&P Ireland Ventilation Systems distributes
a vast range of ventilation solutions for all types
and sizes of application. From the smallest domestic
installation to large-scale commercial and industrial
projects, S&P has the perfect answer.
Two particularly innovative
models are the Ecoair dMEV and the TD
Silent Ecowat. The Ecoair dMEV is a
decentralised mechanical extract ventilation
unit (dMEV) designed for WCs, bathrooms,
kitchens and utility rooms to fully comply
with all relevant building regulations. It
comprises a 100mm constant, continuouslyrunning extract fan that offers the lowest
power consumption, lowest noise and
lowest life-cycle cost on the market.

The Ecoair
dMEV
decentralised
mechanical
extract
ventilation
unit (dMEV).
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The unique “sensorless” constant volume
technology integral to the Ecoair dMEV
means that it continuously regulates the
airﬂow to allow for adjustments in
resistance. When it senses any resistance
it automatically adjusts itself to ensure
the correct ventilation rate is achieved.
To aid installers it has been designed
for ease of commissioning to be set to one
of ﬁve trickle-speed settings ranging from
4-13l/s, exactly meeting the airﬂow

TD Silent Ecowatt
mixed-ﬂow fan

requirements of speciﬁc applications.
As for the TD Silent Ecowatt mixed-ﬂow
fan, this is based on an enhanced design of
the exceptionally low-noise TD Silent and
combines its advanced low-noise features
such as acoustic enclosure to reduce noise
breakout, internal sound attenuation to
reduce ﬂow-noise, and anti-vibration
features to reduce system vibration.
TD Silent Ecowatt is available in
diameters from 100mm to 315mm,
enabling a wide range of applications.
Unlike axial fans, with mixed-ﬂow fans the
initial airﬂow is axial but is then deﬂected
through 45º by the impeller. The result is
an increase in pressure due to the
centrifugal force, making it ideal for
overcoming the inherent resistance of
ducted systems. This also contributes
to greater energy efﬁciency.
When combined with the use of EC
motors, this ensures that the TD Silent
Ecowatt provides very low speciﬁc fan
power (SFP). This is a very important
metric as the current Part L of the Building
Regulations requires fans to meet an SFP
of 0.8W/l/s. TD Silent Ecowatt fans meet
this requirement at many different working
points and system pressures, helping
speciﬁers and installers to comply on
a wide range of projects.
Full details on these, and the many
other S&P air movement solutions, are
available direct from S&P Ireland
Ventilation Systems.
Contact: S&P Ireland Ventilation Systems.
Tel: 01 – 412 4020;
email: sales.ie@solerpalau.com;
www. solerpalau.ie Q
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Market-leading
heating brands
from C&F Quadrant
C&F Quadrant has a diverse and varied
heating portfolio, featuring cutting-edge
technology from some of the word’s
leading brands such as Glow-worm and
Vaillant. Both continuously bring innovative
products and systems to the marketplace,
recent examples of which are detailed here.
They can also be seen at the forthcoming
PLUMBEX in City West on 30/31 May next.
The Glow-worm Energy System boiler
is a high-efﬁciency and high-quality
boiler designed using automotive
grade aluminium and featuring a
high-quality heat exchanger that
makes it light to install. It has a
modern high-impact design and
comes with a bright easy-to-read
LCD display, a smart timeless case
design and super-quiet running.
Energy System requires simple
water ﬂush cleaning for the heat
exchanger which means lower costs
and no special cleaning tools. The
patented 4-sided cooling reduces the

stress on the heat exchanger, thereby
increasing the long-term reliability
for customers.
It is ErP A rated and comes with
a wide range of outputs – 12kW,
15kW, 18kW, 25kW and 30kW. It is
suitable for homes with high hot
water demands and can be installed
with Glow-worm’s range of cylinders
for hot water storage.
Vaillant’s ecoTEC range is more
efﬁcient, more durable and easier
to use than ever before. Models
are so compact that they ﬁt in
the smallest niche, and yet are so

Vaillant ecoTEC plus

Glow-worm Energy System boiler
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effective that they provide single
and multi-family houses with
reliable central heating and hot
water at any time of day or night.
The multi-featured ecoTEC plus
is concentrated heating power on
only 0.32m2 of wall area. With up
to 35kW of power, it supplies even
larger houses more efﬁciently and
reliably than ever before. The new
model uses an electronic gas-air mix
system and operates with optimum
modulation. This reduces energy
consumption and emissions, and
also increases the efﬁciency of
water heating.
The integral condensation heat
exchanger and the new highefﬁciency pumps provide additional
energy savings, while the ingenious
connection system allows for quick
and perfect installation in any
location.
Outputs of 20/24kW, 25/30kW
and 30/34kW are available as mixed
units for heating and generation of
domestic hot water, and of 16kW,
24kW and 38kW as a system boiler
for heating only.
The proven ecoTEC pro is the
ideal solution for smaller heating
needs. It is especially lightweight
and compact, and yet offers a
surprisingly high hot water output.
The ecoTEC pro’s high quality is now
demonstrated by the new design
and new technology.
Its automatic combustion control,
a new pneumatic gas-air mix system
and an automatic 2-stage energy
saving pump ensure high energy
efﬁciency.
The new appliance concept and
easy-to-read interface with backlit
display make the installation,
maintenance and operation
easier than ever.
Contact: C&F Quadrant,
Tel: 01 - 630 5757 (Dublin);
028 9036 5555 (Belfast);
email: sales@cfquadrant.ie;
www.cfquadrant.ie Q
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Hitachi Set Free Sigma
unveiled in Barcelona
Johnson Controls Hitachi Air Conditioning Europe has
introduced a new range of innovative modular VRF
units for the Hitachi brand. Called Set Free Sigma, the
outdoor units for 2-pipe heat pump and 3-pipe heat
recovery will replace the existing Set Free VRF units.
The new units will be manufactured at the company’s
European production facility in Barcelona and
were unveiled recently at the plant to an audience
of dealers and installers from all over Europe.
This included a group from Ireland hosted by Paul
McGettigan, Sales Manager Ireland, Johnson Controls
Hitachi Air Conditioning Europe SAS.
New and extended line up
Available from 5HP to 24HP in a single
unit module and up to 96HP with
combinations, the outdoor unit casing has
been completely redesigned and offers a
total of seven new capacity models –
18HP, 20HP, 22HP and 24HP (standard)
and 14HP,16HP and 18HP (high
efﬁciency). This extended line-up achieves
higher power combinations from fewer
units, requires fewer connections, and
delivers improved installation ﬂexibility.
These are all added-value beneﬁts for
speciﬁers, installers and end users.

150% combinability
All units are compatible with Hitachi’s
System Free indoor range, with comfort
(cold draught) protection available as
standard across all units. The highefﬁciency FSXNPE model combinability
ratio has been extended to 150% with
up to 64 connectable 0.4HP or 0.6HP
indoor units.
Low environmental footprint
Using R410A refrigerant, the Hitachi
Sigma VRF range beneﬁts from a new
high-efﬁciency DC inverter compressor

Mark Mawhinney, Crystal Air Services (NI) with Michael Geary, Pipelife; Terry O’Sullivan,
Eco Air Services; Ray O’Connell, Rocwave; and Paul McGettigan and Gboyega Obafemi,
both of Johnson Controls Hitachi Air Conditioning Europe SAS.
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The Hitachi new Set Free Sigma

for precise control by 0.1Hz increments.
This delivers a 4.6% increase in seasonal
efﬁciency over previous models.
Combined with a new fan design,
bell-mouth fan housing and sigma-shape
heat exchanger, the Set Free Sigma VRF
range achieves improved efﬁciency
even at low or partial load in cooling
operation, with performances increased
to achieve SEER up to 8.33 and SCOP
up to 5.06.
“Perfect for the Irish market, the new
Hitachi Sigma VRF models deliver
increased installation ﬂexibility and,
when combined with our changeover
boxes and valves, enables both 2-pipe
heat pump and 3-pipe heat recovery from
a single unit for buildings where heating
and cooling are required simultaneously,”
says Gboyega Obafemi, Managing
Director UK & Ireland, Johnson Controls
Hitachi Air Conditioning Europe SAS.
Hitachi’s new Set Free Sigma VRF
range is now available from Hitachi
Direct Sales in Ireland and its approved
distribution network.
Contact: Paul McGettigan,
Sales Manager Ireland, Johnson Controls
Hitachi Air Conditioning Europe SAS.
Tel: 087 – 914 9703;
email: paul.mcgettigan@jci-hitachi.com Q
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BUSINESS PROFILE

CORE AC EMBARKS ON
NEW DEVELOPMENT
PHASE
As reported in our last issue, Dave Clarke’s appointment
as General Manager of Core Air Conditioning marks the
beginning of a new expansionary phase for the business.
Company founder and now Chairman Austin McDermott
will concentrate on key accounts and corporate matters,
while Dave is responsible all for day-to-day activities,
and the implementation of key strategies guiding the
future development of the company.
“This is a very exciting time for
Core Air Conditioning”, Dave told
Building Services News during a
recent interview. “Having
consolidated our position after
consistent year-on-year growth
since the company was established
in 1996, we’re now poised to
capitalise on this success and take
the company to the next level.
“Critical to this process is the
expansion of the product portfolio,
increased staff numbers, key senior
appointees, and the roll-out of new
operational procedures designed to
deliver a more professional, efﬁcient
and client-friendly service. Most of
these strands are now in place but, as
the year unfolds, we will continue to
review how we interface with industry
with a view to implementing changes
where new challenges and needs arise.
“Core Air Conditioning is synonymous
with Carrier, and chillers in particular.
However, the Carrier portfolio is vast
and over the coming months we will
bring the company’s fan coil units and
dry coolers to the market, while also
ramping up the Carrier AHU and
Carrier heat pump market
penetration. Complementing these
will be new products from our other
key supply partners such as Vertiv,
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2018
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Novair and Clint.
“We combine this product portfolio
with excellent technical support. In
addition to commissioning of new
equipment we provide comprehensive
national after-sales service and
emergency cover. We also provide
bespoke planned maintenance
packages that are highly-ﬂexible and
designed for each individual client’s
requirements.
On the personnel front Keith Dagger
has been appointed as the new
Service Manager and will now lead
the team of service engineers who
are responsible for all emergency
call outs, after-sales service
and planned maintenance
contracts. Keith has a
proven background
in the HVAC ﬁeld,
having worked
for several
companies in

both air conditioning and facilities
management and is looking forward
to the new challenge which faces him.
The team of engineers has also
been added to, and re-structured,
with project mangers being appointed
to ensure greater management
control and site supervision.
“In a major initiative for us we have
taken on our ﬁrst apprentice as part
of a new scheme to develop our own
service engineers. This move was
necessitated by the shortage of
emerging young engineers, and the
need to train and develop engineers
with particular knowledge of our own
portfolio. Additional apprentices will
be added as and when suitable
candidates are identiﬁed.
“While signiﬁcant, these changes
have re-energised the full staff
complement at Core Air Conditioning
and we can now, as a more cohesive
team, deliver an even better service
to satisfy our clients need”. Q

Dave Clarke, General Manager,
Core Air Conditioning
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Building Regulations Part L2017 I NZEB:
Does this apply to
your project?

What is Part L?
The Irish Building Regulations Part L regulates the use of
energy and carbon for buildings. The regulations cover new
buildings as well as major renovations. There are two Part L
documents:
Part L for
Dwellings

The requirements for Dwellings apply to all projects, there is
no transitional arrangement in place.
For Buildings other than Dwellings, a transitional
arrangement has been put in place. Two key dates need to be
considered:

Part L for
Buildings
other
than
Dwellings

Both documents have been updated in 2017 to implement
the European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
(EPBD). This directive introduces the requirements for
Nearly Zero Energy Buildings.

1

Planning Application

2

Substantial completion of works
(structure of the external walls has been erected)

What is a Nearly Zero
Energy Building?
“…a building that has a very high
energy performance, as determined
in accordance with Annex I. The
nearly zero or very low amount of
energy required should be covered
from renewable sources, including
energy from renewable sources
produced onsite or nearby”[1].

Part L 2008 may continue to be used
in the case of buildings:
•

where the work, material
alteration or the change of use
commences or takes place, as
the case may be, on or before
31st December 2018;

31 DEC
2018

or
•

where planning approval or
permission for buildings has
been applied for on or before
31st December 2018, and
substantial work has been
completed by 1st January 2020.

1 JAN
2020

1 European Energy Performance and Buildings Directive

For
further information contact mona.holtkoetter@arup.com | t +353 1 233 4455 | d +353 1 233 4119
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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: Nearly Zero Energy Buildings
What are the key changes??

Part L for
Dwellings

Unchanged requirement for renewable energy contribution.

70 %

65 %

improvement energy
performance compared
to Part L 2011.

Part L for
Buildings
other
than
Dwellings

Increased requirements for energy

50-60

%*

improvement energy
performance compared
to Part L 2008.

improvement carbon
reduction compared to
Part L 2011.

New requirement for renewable energy
contribution of

10-20

%

(dependent on the overall energy
HUKJHYIVULMÄJPLUJ`

*For a typical non-domestic air-conditioned building, these energy
and carbon savings can realise an A3 BER.

What are the renewable energy options?

PV

Solar
Thermal

Wind
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Combined
Heat and
Power
*/7

Biofuel

Biomass

Heat
Pumps

Hydrothermal
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Wilo Stratos Maxo
hits the headlines
at key exhibitions
The main focus of the recent Mostra Convegno
Expocomfort Fair in Milan was the presentation of
innovations in heating, air conditioning, ventilation,
sanitaryware, water treatment and renewables. The
event featured a vast selection of new products and
pioneering systems across all these areas and highlighted
the energy efﬁciencies they deliver, as well as their
suitability for both new-build and retroﬁt applications.
The Wilo stand reﬂected this
innovative philosophy, the key topic
across all displays being digitilisation,
especially as represented by the Wilo
Stratos Maxo. Wilo presented an oversized model of the Stratos Maxo to
reinforce its features and the beneﬁts
it brings to the marketplace, and to
highlight the importance and signiﬁcance
of digitilisation in the pump sector.
The successor to the Wilo-Stratos, the
Wilo Maxo sets new standards in system
efﬁciency and user-friendliness, and was
awarded the prestigious “Design Plus
Award” at the most recent ISH. “It is the
world’s ﬁrst true smart-pump”, says Derek

Elton, Managing Director, Wilo Ireland.
“The new Green-Button-Technology
combines proven handling with new
and optimised functions, creating a
completely new level of user-friendliness.
Its high degree of connectivity makes
it an extremely ﬂexible solution”.
An integrated heat energy meter and
the latest communication interfaces
(Bluetooth) enable Stratos Maxo to be
directly connected to mobile devices
without accessories, while “Wilo Net”
offers a new standard interface for
connectivity among Wilo products, for
example, to control multiple pumps.
Another pioneering product featured by

Picture shows the over-sized model of the Stratos Maxo featured on the Wilo stand at
Mostra Convegno Fair in Milan.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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Wilo recently launched the EMHIL
booster range of non-self-priming water
supply units with frequency converter.

Wilo was the EMHIL booster range of
non-self-priming water supply units
with frequency converter. These are
ideal for cold water applications on
new residential projects where low noise
and convenience of operating selection
and maintenance is a requirement.
Special features and beneﬁts of this
model include:
• Heavy duty multi-stage pump with
stainless steel hydraulics;
• Simple operation and adjustment via
display with plain text display, status
indicator, anaylsis function,
adjustment of control parameters
(PID) and freeze protection;
• Plug-and-pump, pre-assembled and
ﬁtted with connecting cable;
• Meets the EMC standard for
domestic use (EN 61000-6-2 and
EN 61000-6-3);
• Flow switch can be connected optionally.
Applications include water supply,
rainwater utilisation, irrigation and
spraying.
Apart from the Mostra Convegno, the
foregoing products – along with all the
other market-leading ranges from Wilo
– were also featured at the recent Energy
Show in Dublin where again they made
a very signiﬁcant impact.
Contact: Wilo Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 426 0000; email:sales@wilo.ie;
www.wilo.ie Q
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Decarbonisation
technologies are
the solution to the
engineering question

Ireland has committed to reducing its greenhouse gas emissions
from the energy sector by at least 80% by the year 2050. In an effort to achieve this,
the Government has set decarbonisation of the grid as a priority, and so is promoting
electricity as a primary power source for the heat and transport sectors, writes Gerard
Keating, Chartered Engineer and Director at Homan O’Brien (inset).
In general, the most effective
way to meet the requirements of
NZEB is with air-to-water heat pumps
augmented by PV panels. This will
differ, however, depending on the
speciﬁc requirements of any given
project.
Electric Ireland is a green electricity
provider and with decarbonisation at
the root of all of these new standards
and targets, ESB has set further
ambitious targets for 2020 and further
to 2050. Ireland has set out reduction
objectives from 38Mt of greenhouse
gases in 2016 to less than 6Mt in 2050.
Heat pumps and electric vehicles will
deliver immediate and longer-term
solutions to Ireland’s carbon reduction
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2018
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challenge. By 2050, it is envisaged
that 60% of households will have a
heat pump and that electric vehicles
will account for 60% of new car sales
by 2030.
On foot of the increasing demand for
large multiples of electric vehicle (EV)
charging points and large heat pump
schemes, Homan O’Brien recently met
with key ESB staff to discuss the
coincident implications of large-scale
heat pump technology and electric
vehicles on their network. The aim was
to discuss how we can work together
from a design perspective, and to
review “After Diversity Max Demand”
(ADMD) numbers. For particular
projects engineering consultants should

consult local ESB Networks Design.
These still relatively new
technologies present challenges to
the ESB networks, and to the MV/LV
infrastructure designer. The issues
are many and varied, and include
harmonics as a result of VSDs on
heat pumps, and metering and
aggregation for EVs.
Heat pumps
Heat pumps operating within a group
control scheme can have an immediate
reaction to very low external
temperatures. Sudden and collective
operation of heat pumps would cause
disturbance on the grid and potential
for voltage dips. This is an area where
solutions that use artiﬁcial intelligence
49
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and smart algorithms that can control
and optimise when ﬂexible assets use
energy come in to their own. They are
already in use internationally and,
while not widespread here yet, are
the type of smart grid control that
may be a solution for group schemes
going forward.
Another area of concern to Homan
O’Brien is the mechanical operation of
the heat pump technology. In largescale developments the utilised
Coefﬁcient of Performance (COP)
ﬁgures which are used in our
computational models deliver an
optimum solution based on a leaving
water temperature set-point for ASHPs
of 45˚C. Should this temperature
increase the COP would be less
efﬁcient and the power demand
would be increased.
Other complications experienced on
networks to date are from heat pump
variable speed drives. These are causing
harmonic distortion affecting the grid
and showing high neutral currents. At
lower input power levels, some of the
inverter-driven heat pumps produce
high harmonic current levels. Power
monitoring and conditioning
equipment will be required on large
developments and local ﬁlters would
also be recommended.
Electric vehicles and
EV aggregators
Homan O’Brien has received an
ever-increasing number of requests for
EV aggregators. Where only a few were
requested last year, an average of one
per apartment is being requested by
developers and local authorities. “EV
Ready” is the new catchphrase of
letting agents.
The provision of EV charging points
should be carefully designed. This
should be offered via a dedicated
metering CT at approximated MIC/MD
with an initial moderate kVA, rising to
increased levels should there be higher
than expected take-up. This CT would
be assigned under an AFD Policy to an
Aggregator (landlord or management
company). The preferred solution is EV
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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aggregation and dynamic load
management systems, preferably open
protocol, for smart-charging of EVs.
The powering of electric vehicles
from individual apartment consumer
units would be in breach of ETCI
National Rules for Electrical
Installations, Fourth Edition, particularly
around equipotential bonding, circuit
protection under fault conditions, and
operating an electrical supply external
to owner’s demise (legal implications).

• Additional equipotential bonding
requirements required for ETCI
compliance if EV’s located in
basements. Discussion with ESBN
planning required;
• Dynamic load management
systems for EVs.
Going forward, decarbonisation
technologies are undoubtedly the
solution to the engineering question. Q

Homan O’Brien suggests
In the light of the foregoing Homan
O’Brien suggests the following:
• Diversity of 0.85 allowable on heat
pumps for commercial projects;
• Allowance of 5.5kW for a dwelling
with a heat pump;
• Allowance of 5kW for an apartment
with a heat pump
• Possibility of second ESB meter in
dwellings/apartment complexes
for EV, if requested, to allow for
separate provider under current
policy as an option;
• Diversity of 1 (No Diversity) on EVs
at a value of 1.7kW/unit to be
developed further over the coming
years following review;
• Smart grid control to level out
afternoon valley in demand. This is
currently under review;
• Recommend 30% MIC connection
for EVs with the infrastructure
capable of increasing to 100% load;

[1] Minister for Communications, Climate Action
and the Environment Denis Naughten; Minister
Naughten announces increased funding for
home and community energy upgrades and new
grants for families in Turf Cutting Compensation
Scheme.
“Ireland has committed to reducing its green
house gas emission by at least 80% 2050.
Our current emissions arise from how we
heat our homes and businesses, how we
transport ourselves and our goods around
the countr,y and how we generate our
electricity”.

References

[2] Pat O’Doherty, Chief Executive of ESB –
Ireland’s Low Carbon Future – Dimensions of a
Solution .
“The future, as set out in (ESB) report
“Ireland’s Low Carbon Future – Dimensions
of a Solution”, includes a decarbonised
electricity system providing the energy for
the heat and transport sectors which will
enable very different customer engagement
through new technologies. Doing this
successfully will address up to 60% of
Ireland’s total emissions providing, a brighter
future for the communities and people we
serve. ESB intends to lead that transition.”

Heat roadmap by fuel
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Automatic energy saving
control ensures maximum
comfort with minimal
draft and quiet operation
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CONTROL YOUR
COMFORT AND
SAVE AS NEVER
BEFORE

For total comfort and real savings at home, choose the
Aquarea H Generation with Smart Cloud
· Top class energy efﬁciency of A++ at 55°C
(A+++ at 35°C with system label)
· Reduced installation time and costs
· All in One with 2 zones control
· Maintenance free and stainless steel tank
A++
ErP 55°C

A
35°C SYSTEM LABEL

A
DHW 55°C

–28°C
CONSTANT HEATING
AT –20°C

T-CAP

5,00
COP

HIGH PERFORMANCE

5

YEARS

COMPRESSOR
WARRANTY

www.aircon.panasonic.ie
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol57/iss2/1
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